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HIGH TIDE
You

Vanished

like sea

foam on

Would bum

wind

the

never thought that you with

I

all

your

fire

and

spirit

out so quickly

isn't fair

It

You went out
didn't

It
I

me

are gone, you've left

with a whimper instead of a bang

match the commotion you caused

can't get used to not having

Someone

in life

you here

snuffed out the simshine

The rainbows go impainted

My party hats gather dust
didn't see

I

It

you

that last time

wouldn't have mattered anyway

Somehow something that
Sometimes
Part of

I

feel so shattered

and

have been you

and helpless

that part

when you disappeared beneath

the earth

don't leave you flowers

What made you what you were
All that
I

silent couldn't

me was you

They smothered
I

stiU

life

to

me

wasn't in that cold steel box

and charisma couldn't have vanished

all at

search for it endlessly, or for someone or something to

The

tide should

have crept

in slowly

once
fill

the hole in

and crumbled your castle piece by piece

Instead of sweeping in so early with such violence, crushing you
I

don't feel quite so empty

when I

realize that

it still

be

all at

once

your ever-present smile and

sense of humor are making someone somewhere laugh

But why couldn't

my heart

me
Jessica

Holden

College Transfer

silly

LITTLE BLACK CHILD
Little

I am in my ancestors
And my ancestors are in me.

Black child, come go with me.

Find out what you can

Don't hold back
For Black

is

all

IF

truly be.

only the color of your skin.

Take a chance with me and venture
who you really are.
I cry out to you, to come and go,
I

am

in you,

I

HAD BEEN FREE
If I

am

had been

free

What now would I be?
Would I be loving and caring.

far.

Find out just

For

I

you possess within.

Giving and sharing?
If I

your Soul.

had been

free

What now would I be?

Barbara Worrell

Would life's simple pleasures mean as much?
Would Joy still come to the things I touch?

Human Services

If

I

had been free

What now would I be?
If I

Would I

CAGED

had not known pain and sorrow
then long for the light of tomorrow?
If I had been free
What now would I be?

Would I walk
I

myself am like a caged

Not

bird.

My cry, my plea goes unheard.
I

Hey

that I've

you! Yes, you

-

don't pass

Would the mere sound of birds singing
To my heart hold true meaning?

me by!

my cry.

If I

longing to feel the wind beneath

If

fly

free

my wings.
I

had been

free

What now would I be?

possibly imagine this aching within,

wanting to

had been

What now would I be?

prefer not to weep, but instead to sing,

Can you

I

never sown.

Listen to me. Please hear
I

me by?

had been free
What now would I be?
If

long to soar to heights unknown,

sowing roots

with pride, head held high,

letting life's challenges pass

high to where you've never been?

Though I'll keep my head high, unto God I'll pray
for way up in the sky I'll soar one day Way!

I

If I had been free
would not have been me!
Barbara Worrell

Human Services

Barbara Worrell

Human Services
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Loose Knots, William Weisiger, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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DEEP
can never be hidden by make-up or clothing or

She and I are very close, not just by blood.
We walk with different legs down different paths.

It

We gaze with different eyes into different dreams.

For from

Our ears

were lost forever.
glimmer hopelessly
Like diamonds in the bottom of a well.
Deeper than deep are these babies that bleed her soul.
Deeper than deep are these children away from her
Children whose names are merely whispers
Etched in the softness of their mother's dreams.
She can't touch them, these children with no names.
She can't remember them because there's nothing to
remember.
She can only feel them, and cherish their unknown es-

Or even by my precious

And

often gather different tunes.

But we share the same

heart.

is like having a hug inside
no arms around.
When our heart shatters and she is crippled,
I reach way down deep inside of me

Sharing hearts with her

me

there are

I find some of the missing pieces.
They are always there, and I give them to her.
She does the same for me.
The pieces always seem to fall right into place.

Until

That's

how

it is

depth

all

who

hair.

love her dearly.

of her children were taken at once.

into this depth they

Now they

We have shared the same heart since the moment we met.
Even when

this

children

sence.

And love them

with us.

I

Our relationship runs deep.

Yet ache

Like Ufe.

As
Through the years we have patched many holes in our
But we never imagined that a day would come
so very deep
In which the holes would be so deep
That between us our pieces could not fill them.

in their absence.

love them too, and long to hear them giggle "aunt,"
to hear

them sigh "mommy"

they cuddle in her arms.

heart.

As she begins

—

I

am

If

to

weep

in silence

confused again.

doctors

know

so

much

Then why do they think they took her womb.
However,
It

that

day did come

—uninvited and

When

intrusive.

crept into our lives like thick, dark blood

Oozing from a fatal wound
Sinister, and not to be stopped.
We tried to shut the door
But
I

it

But
I

to

wonder

rejoice that she lives

But

I

The missing pieces

I

reaches

scar will always

be

I

all

needs now.

have ever seen.
the

visible

way

to

me.

— expecially in

my

beloved

sister,

whose heart and Ufe I still share, and whose missing pieces
have been recovered in the cradle of Heaven and are being
lovingly delivered to her day by day.
Sarah Louise Kriger

leave deep scars.

it

that she

-Dedicated to someone very special,

do!

carries the biggest scar

know because

Her

I

grieve so over the part of her that died.

Deep wounds
She

~

feel nothing.

find nothing inside to give her.

am sick to merely weep with her, and wither.
And I know that only God can give her

How it took a "fatal wound" to save her life.
I

I

inside

I

just kept creeping in underneath.

remain troubled

they really cut out our heart?

Once again, I reach way down deep
To gather the missing pieces.

College Transfer

her eyes.
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ONCE UPON A TIME
Jim

Strain, College Transfer

Once upon a time, when bold knights and dragons still
roamed the world, there lived a man name Arther. (No, not
the King Arthur, just an Arther. Besides, their names are
spelled differently.) This Arther was just a poor fisherman
living on the edge of a great lake with his pet merlin-hawk,
Merlin. One day while bringing in his nets, Arther noticed
that a woman dressed in silver was caught in the lines. As he
approached, he heard her say, "Pray thee, good sir, if thou
wouldst release me, I would reward thee well."
Well, Arther, being the kind-hearted soul that he was,
promptly drew his fishing knife and cut the lady from the lake

a sword of such high caliber he decided to call it Caliber), he
was elected mayor of his small village. And under his
guidance. Camel-lot (a used camel dealership) grew and
prospered. Knights from all over came to join his growing
kingdom. There was Lanced Alot, the worst knight in the

world; Complain, the Irish knight who always griped; and Sir

Moredead, a blood-thirsty chap who was after the crown.
Arther even got married. Her name was Comeovertiere, and
she had the most disturbing habit of welcoming home all the
knights from their quests.

Yet one day while sitting on his throne listening to
Lanced Alot lose another joust, Arther thought that even with
all that he had, he was not really happy. Thinking back even
farther, he realized that it all began when he got his sword.

out of his nets.

"My

thanks to thee," she said.

Then with

a splash she

dove back into the lake.
"Mercy!" exclaimed Arther as he examined his torn nets.
"Well, Merlin, I guess we have our work cut out for us." And
with that, Arther sat down on the beach to repair his nets.
Before too long, the lady fished from the lake reappeared,
and in her hands she held a fabulous sword. "Your reward,
kind sir," she said. 'This sword will make you a king." Then,
after giving Arther the

Time

Caliber.

Suddenly
in his

and

this

where his old home stood, he went up
"Lady, whoever thou art, hear me. I'm
renounce my reward and return to you

said,

not very happy, so

I

sword. So take back

this,

my ex-Caliber."

With that, Arther threw the sword into the lake and lived
simply yet happily ever after as an humble fisherman.

sword, she vanished back into the lake.

it

came to him, and going back with his sword

to the lake

to the waters

passed, and for a while good fortune blessed our

poor fisherman. Soon after he received the sword (and

hand

it

was

Flower, William Weisiger, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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NIGHT DIVE OFF THE NORTH CAROLINA COAST
Devis Dail, Continuing Education, Real Estate
a beautiful July evening as our boat speeds out of

It's

to turn off our dive lights. We
We are fascinated as Floyd swishes his hand back and

Floyd then signals us

okay.

Masonboro Inlet. Excitement runs high; we're going night diving. Our destination is a tugboat three miles out in sixty feet of
water. As we anchor the boats, dusk setdes. Everyone in our
Advanced Open Water class is busy assembling scuba gear
through the water. Undaunted, Dwight and I don equipment and
roll over the side. We swim quickly to the anchor line. Taking the
lead, I turn on my dive light, deflate my buoyancy control device,

comply.

and descend into blackness.
Going down the anchor line, all I can see is my light beam
and Dwight' s light above me. Suddenly I see pipes below me and
realize it's the hand rails on the deck. We settle on the deck and

preparing to spearfish. Dennis very efficiently impales a large

forth through the water
It's like

and

it

lights

up green phosphorus

trails.

an underwater Fourth of July fireworks display.

we turn our
Hoyd signals us that he's going to check on the
other divers. Left to our own devices, Dwight and I resume our
previous course and meet up with Wayne and Dennis who are
After making phosphorus for a few minutes,

back on.

lights

As he begins to pull his spear back
something moves quickly out of
the dailcness and the flounder is gone! The shark we had seen on
the surface earlier had invited himself to dinner. As quickly as he
flounder with his pole spear.
to

begin to orient ourselves to the wreck.

When we have our bearing, we swim along the starboard
until we come upon some portholes. Maintaining neutral

him with

his catch attached,

appeared, he

is

gone, leaving Wayne and Dennis a bit shaken and

As Dwight and

resume our swim

deck

perhaps a bit wiser.

buoyancy, we peer through the portholes with our dive lights and
are amazed at the variety of marine life inside - groupers and sea

wreck, I make a mental note to myself: "Spear fishing in the open

bass,

among

We

ocean

are so intrigued

by what we see

that

we

forget about

I

me against the structme of the wreck. My heart
is pounding as my mind races back to the shark we spotted before
I

turn, there is instant relief as

fellow diver, Tim, that

anchor

bumped

into

me

realize

I

it is

are

make it come back on.

two divers with one

light.

time, but we're having too

only a

It

won't work. So now we

We should abort the dive at this

much

fun, so

we

just stick closer

together.

as he dropped off the

Continuing along the side of the vessel,

we

spot a small

The hunt is on! Dwight tries to catch the lobster as I keep
the light focused on him, but, after a few minutes, he gives us the
lobster.

line.

We now begin our second descent to the ocean floor.
Swimming along the sandy bottom, we come upon several large
flounder that would

thrill

any seafood

dering what to do about

all

lover.

slip.

By now we are low on air, so we reluctantly swim back to the
line. With depth gauge in hand, we begin our ascent A

While we're won-

these flounder,

we

see a light

anchor

approaching.

The incoming diver
ately

not be very smart."

turn to him thinking he's fooling around and see him shaking his

light, trying to

back, knocking

As

may

to the

As we reach the side of the wreck, Dwight' s light blinks out.

others.

everything else. Then, all of a sudden, something rams me in the

the dive.

at night

I

little

is

Floyd, our instructor.

exchange hand signals to

let

him know

We immedi-

over a minute later we're on the surface swimming to the

stem of the boat
North Carolina.

that everything is

BUBBLES, Stevie Goodman, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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It

has been an incredible night off the coast of

Old Friend, Hope Ball, College

Drawing Class

Transfer, Basic

WHO AM I?
Peggy Denning, Human Services
I

am

a composite of

many names.

I

am

My

different things to

My

husband of thirty-seven years knows

me

mother of our children. Our four children call
will love

They know

as his wife,

lover, cook, housekeeper, fishing partner, confidante,

who

church family

know me

daughter-in-law,

am

I

are married, so to

and

me Mom someone

many

,

my

I

I

know me as someone who

challenges each day brings.

the horrible of horrors, their mother-in-

in

Two girls who are eight and ten and two boys ages five and
me as the lady that keeps chewing gum in a drawer
and orange slices in the candy jar. They call me Grandmother, the
one they turn to when their moms and dads aren't around. I am

good

things.

I

I

twelve know

and make

four years older than

I

seven brothers and

I

am, so he has

what

am also sister-in-law to my husband's

Mary Anne and

friends are for, caring

hope

to get into

to the library every

few

and music of the
is

fifties

snow

my

life.

Semi-

are easy listening for me.

falling outside

and I

My

am curled up

in front of the fire in the fu-eplace

with a good book, a pot of coffee

have found doing needlepoint

in the

background.

I

(I

finishing the last of four Christmas stockings for the grand-

is good therapy when you are waiting in a doctor's
unemployment office, or staying with a loved one in the
hospital. As I have gotten older, I find that you can view life as
a problem, which makes you as well as others around you

others

know me

as a

and sharing.

negative and miserable, or you can accept

I

some type of

social work.

7

it

as a challenge with

and actions.
Yes, I have different names, but through whatever role I take,
am still simply me.

positive thoughts

of her life. School and learning is a fun thing forme. Somewhere
I

go

office,

Wayne Community College find my name on
their roster. To them I am a student, not the traditional student just
out of high school, but a middle-aged lady who is having the time
the road

(I

children)

Teachers at

down

To bid six spades in a bridge game

and music

am

share good times, bad times, and all-in-between

times. That's

and the

and a blessing for me. Books, magazines and

idea of heaven on earth

sisters.

Frances, Ruth, Bea,

life

a joy. Visiting family, friends, the sick and shut-

uplifting

is

classical

always felt protective of me. His wife is the sister I never had. To
her I am her sister-in-law.

is

Plays, concerts and music are things needed in

My brother calls me Sister. He still thinks of me as someone
is

it

enjoys

weeks, and I subscribe to eight magazines and three newspapers.)

one hollering the loudest at their ballgames, clapping the
hardest when they perform at music and dance recitals. I also shed
the most tears when they sing at church. Grandmother is one of
my favorite names.

He

its

love being on the go and involved

newspapers are a must for me.

the

always on the go.

Some of my

church and

love simple things like reading a good book

law.

ins

my

activities.

For myself,

son-in-law and

teacher,

and piano player.

love God, His church and His people.

while curled up on the couch.

We

Sunday School

happiest and busiest times are involved with

and support them even when they are unlovable.

Our daughter and one son

friend.

as a

circle leader, chairperson of higher education

different people.

The Best Graduation

Gift

Tonya Parnell, College Transfer

was hard

It

to understand

how

a

little slip

of yellow paper

She then gave the Coca-Cola

could mean so much. This yellow slip of paper was a postal notice

my

to help you?" I called out
She just waved me on. "Go home! Get ready!"
I went home quickly to check on Kim's progress. She had
finished making the bows. Now all we had to do was tie them to

going to Saudi Arabia.

Dad was scheduled

to depart January 6.

His orders stated

the trees.

would arrive at Camp Blanding for additional training and
be shipped to the Persian Gulf. Like the wind, the days seemed
to blow by, and soon it was Christmas Eve. My parents and I
promised not to think about the Persian Gulf situation, but as we
listened to Christmas carols and watched It's a Wonderful Life
we could not help thinking about Dad's departure in two weeks.
January 6 arrived, but no one was looking forward to it My
aunt and uncle took Dad, Mom, and me to the airport. Our last
hours together seemed like a clock ticking. Everything seemed
that he

,

timed and unfair.
front of Dad.

I

leaving me forever.
situation

wanted

When

to cry, but

I

knew I could

he boarded the plane,

He did not look back.

It

it

not cry in

seemed he was

was for the best. This

was breaking him apart inside even more than Mom and

me.

The next

six

months were

Mom's paper route, work
work, and phone

calls

filled

my

from Dad

"Everything's fine. Dad."

The day

in

with long days of school.

family's pecan orchard,
in

which

I

He had enough

the cease-fire arrangement

home-

always assured him,
to

next month, but he could be ordered to stay another six months.

One day

a Lt. Smith of the United States Coast Guard

left

an intense, stabbing pain

felt

I

Yelping

in pain,

a

hopping back into the house,

pain, but

thanked

ignored

I

it.

Finally

Kim and went

we ever do

it?

we

finished the yellow bows.

It

When Mom

I

meet Dad. Over one
in two hours
how did

to get ready to

—

was truly a miracle.
and I were ready, we went

Parnell and headed to Kinston Airport.

to

pick up

Grandma

My foot was hurting and

was nervous. Afraid I might go over the speed limit, I set the
on 55 so my twitching foot would not give me a
ticket to welcome Dad home with. After a few moments my
mother asked me, "Are you going 55?"

I

home.

gave

My friend Kim had two hundred
We decided to make yellow bows and tie
180 pecan trees in my family's orchard. We started

my foot.
my foot

I washed it carefully and put shoes on so I
would not repeat the mistake. The injured part of my foot was a
strange gray color. I assumed it was a bruise and ran back out to
finish the yellow bow surprise telling Kim cheerfully, "Looks
like I'm going to kill myself before Dad gets home!" Laughing,
we resumed our chore. As I rushed from tree to tree, my foot hurt
more and more. I ignored the pain and kept on tying bows until
my fingers fell off. Mom came home soon and summoned me in.
I refused and explained that I had only a few more bows to tie.
That was a little lie; there were more bows left, but I did not dare
say anything. I even got Mom's truck and drove tree to tree in
hopes of speeding up my progress. By now my foot was in severe

cruise control

Extensive planning began.

bottom of

bleeding profusely.

message on our answering machine. She said my dad was coming
home June 12. June 12! That was the scheduled date of my
graduation! I felt I was going to faint, but I wanted to hear the rest
of the message first. In actuaUty, Dad would arrive in the States
sooner than the given date, but he was going to be in the
Washington, D.C., and New York City parades before coming

"Yes,

I

am

going 55."

"You can go
"You're not

faster than that."
seri

—

"

I

did not finish because the look

Mom

me was clear indication she was serious. We made it to the

airport with five minutes to spare.

yards of yellow ribbon.

the airport like

them

with them.

to the

started

I

in the

hundred bows on over one hundred trees

worry about.

was announced was a

A moment

grabbed a bag full of bows and ran out the door.

I

later,

We assumed that Dad would come home within the

day of joy.

to a bewildered

"Do you want me

dad had registered mail addressed to him at the
post office. I knew what this meant My parents could guess the
dreaded day had come. Like a thousand other reservists. Dad was
stating that

hand

in her

bystander and rushed out of the store to finish her paper route.

Olympic runners.

I

Mom and Grandma ran into
managed

to

hop and keep up

Dad June 11. When we went into the
house for a five-minute break, the phone rang. It was Dad with
news that made the whole earth move for an instant: "I got an

Finding a gate where a crowd of people were huddled, we
began looking for Dad. I saw a speckle of a desert camouflage
and looked closer. There was my dad wearing his uniform and

fUght I'm coming home at 7:00 tonight."
I said then I cannot remember. One hundred pecan

looking like a hero. Despite a "DO NOT ENTER" sign, I hollered

our special siuprise for

earlier

What

and only two more hours! Kim came to my rescue.
"Tonya, go and find your mom. I'll handle some of this..."
I hastily thanked Kim and then hopped into my car in search
of my mother on her paper route and prayed she'd be at the
country store where she usually took a break. She was. I rushed
trees left to do,

in shouting,

"Mom! Dad's coming home
!

tonight!

TONIGHT!

We really have to hurry! We have to pick him up he'll be there
at

seven

we

Out of
(gasp)... at

breath,

I

real slowly."

toward him.
I

I

gave him the hug

led him to my

that

had

mom and his mother and

we all hugged each other for what seemed five minutes. On the
way home, all we did was talk. I drove while Dad told his
exj)eriences in Damman, a post one hundred miles from Kuwait.
When we got home, everything seemed to relax a little.

Mom started to unpack some of Dad's stuff while
bathroom

replied,

in

"DAD's...coming home tonight

seven!"

to

examine my foot

It

was in great pain.

I

I

went

to the

took a closer

at my "bruise" and discovered an inch-long splinter lodged
my foot. As I tried to remove it. Dad noticed my predicament.

"Can
I

Mom's eyes got really big as
could barely stammer,

in

been waiting six months.

look

gotta hurry!"

"Tonya! Say that again

"Dad!" and rushed

"HURRY!

she stared at

me in disbelief.

Gotta hurry!"

I

I

help you. Kid?"

mumbled

"Here,

let

no, that

I

almost had

it.

Dad knew

differently.

me see it." He got the sinister thing out of my foot, and

we all went to bed. It had been only three hours since Dad had
come home, yet it seemed as if he had never left

A SOLDIER'S PERSONAL
BATTLE

The night of June 12 gave me the best graduation present 1
I was salutatorian of my class, and in front

could have received.

of five hundred people,

wore

his dress blue

A miracle

is

I

dedicated

my

speech to

my

dad.

He

uniform and was beaming in the bleachers.
I

what brought

graduation, a miracle

I

my

father

home

in

time for

my

deeply appreciate.
I

By the way, the morning after he got home Dad went walking
in the

pecan orchard.

For him,

through a doorway into a dream.

it

was

as

if

trees.

was

it

was

hot.

has winters that are cold.

would be an adventure.
more than ready to go home.

told this

Now I'm

I

Mom and

tell? It

Guard duty

has

a

is

battle,

A personal battle of my own.

been almost five months since Dad came home. The bows are

on the

told the desert

he were walking

He would never tell

me face to face, but Dad loves the bows. How can
still

was

Now I know

Late at night

Every single one.

it's

the worst,

war alone.

I

battle in the

I

fight the cold with its

chilling,
I

whirUng, whistling wind.

fight the tiredness, sleepiness,

and weariness of

I

my

bones.

fight, frantically fight

The

big,

bad sleep monster

Who makes my eyes so heavy and weak.
But no matter how

Then

quiet at

my

tired

I still

can't sleep.

post

I

fight the toughest battle of all,

I

fight the surrounding loneliness

That covers the desert

floor.

The winds whisper my

girlfriend's voice.

"I love you," they caressingly say.

The stars show her face.
Her eyes sparkling and her
I

have too much time

I

tightly grasp

It is
It is

my only
my only

lips smiling.

to think,

my M-16

friend at this hour.
friend at this hour.

Wance Deal
College Transfer

RETIRED, Marylyn

Eagleson, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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THE WAYNE COMMUNITY COLLEGE SPILLWAY
Photo by Malcolm Shearin
Media Department

Director,

THE GUARDIAN OF THE COURTYARD
David A. Parker
College Transfer

In the dimly

lit

courtyard of our college, there stands a tin soldier. His stature

he has broad square shoulders.
metallic uniform, he

by

water.

is

As with any

He

is

timing

hat which has filled with water.

He

is

is

very tall, and

a very authoritative figure at our college. In his poHshed

very intimidating.
soldier,

is

On top of his round head is a wide hat. He is surrounded

very important. Every two minutes, he bows, to empty his
the guardian of the courtyard.
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REFLECTIONS FROM A DREAM
Martin Hill

College Transfer

,

THE SHACK IN THE BACK
Nydia Riggan, College Transfer

A

long yard can hide

exception.

Out of

which looks as
look inside

sight,

if it

is in

all sorts

of treasures. This one

behind the garden

is

is

no

nail.

an old building

has been there since the beginning of time.

to

A

Many rabbits have hung upside down from this rope waiting

be skinned. Dried blood covers the entire side of the pole.
The winter's wood supply is spread throughout the back of

the building.

order.

A

stack of chopped pieces that are ready to be

door opens, a whole new world appears.
The door has no handle, just a hook used to keep it closed if
necessary. Spiders find themselves in heaven. A blue light bulb

brought into the house leans against the

no switch on the wall. The
only light comes in from the opened door and a few clear shingles

wood with only one

As

the

heavy

steel

dangles from the ceiling, but there

axes are scattered around the
rusted and old,

is

years ago,

taken over the shiny pohsh that once

The rest of the wood

swing.

Four or five

Although they are

of them are sharp enough to

opening

things could be stored in

single inch of

its

it, it

is

In the very

a cabinet. Although

has been

surface has been spared

left

split a
is

piece of

piled against

empty. Not a

is

spread out on the floor.

paradise.

sion that

The

protrudes from

tall
it.

pole

An

in the

middle of the room.

A

It is

is

forgotten

by

an

is

no door, but the pitch-black hole
all.

The

It is

rats

obvious that

and mice find

this
it

a

An elaborate network of cobwebs stretches across the
some

made by mice echo and give the impres-

terrifying creature

is

pacing back and

forth.

Occasionally, tiny red eyes pierce the darkness.

in pine crates.

a

There

entrance. Inside, noises

The

vegetables remaining from the previous year are neatly arranged

is

back comer, hidden behind the wood,

in the wall.

room has been

by the woodworms.

carriage there.

a thick coat of dust.

indicates the entrance of another room.

A stack of old yellow newspapers rests against the cabinet.
year's supply of potatoes

someone abandoned an old baby

now covered by

covered the various tools.

Across from the scarred workbench

There

pole.

A small suspended platform overlooks the wood pile. Some

A work bench that looks as if it has lost a few battles with
some sharp objects stands behind the door. The numerous hoes,
saws, and hatchets are not in much better condition. Rust has

The

tall

slack.

the wall in a disorderly manner.

on the roof.

many

all

wood

entire building

seems

like a resort for insects

and

most people. The old place
would make a perfect haunted house, but Halloween is not

long nail

rodents, but

unraveled piece of rope dangles from the

it

is

a frightening

site to

celebrated in France, the land of this shack.
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THE BANKRUPTCY OF PRESIDENT LEER
(An Adaptation of Shakespeare' s King Lear)
Jim Strain, College Transfer

The

Leer -Listen, Sweetie, you'll never make it in the world by being
nice. As my favorite daughter, I give you one more chance. What
would you give up for me?
Carddealer (after a long pause) - Garlic
Leer - Garlic! Are you sure?
Carddealer - Yes.
Leer - Absolutely, positively sure?
Carddealer (quietly )-Yes.
Leer - Then by all that's Holy in the Vatican, since you do notact
like one of my real daughters, you must be an impostor, and as an
impostor I do hereby disown you.

Players:

Leer ~ President of Leer's Foods Incorporated
Rivalson -President of Rival Japanese

Company

Burgundy ~ Chief Executive of Wine Imports
Corndog ~ President of Comwell's Comdogs
Allbaloney ~ President of Allbaloney's Lunchmeats
Cluck Ken ~ news reporter, secretly Super Guy
Glowsticker ~ chief executive of a Glow-in-the-Dark Label

Company
Edgoof ~ Glowsticker's good son
Edmuck ~ Glowsticker's evil son
Awfull ~ Goneria's butler
Old Man ~ Glowsticker's daytime janitor
Fool ~ Leer's stock broker
Security Guard ~ Subordinate to Edmuck
Gentlemen callers ~ seeing Goneria, secretary, Comdog's

Kent - Mr. Leer!
Leer - Shut up, Kent! Come not between a Patriot and a Scud!
Reagan, Goneria,

comparing

act of

fifty-fifty you'll get

me to a loathsome,

my stores for your sister's
smelly herb!

Kent - Mr. Leer, in honor of our past relationship, I must ask you

employees

to reconsider.

Goneria ~ Leer's most

evil, social disease

- The pistol is cocked; leave its sights.
Kent - Then go ahead, shoot me if I'm wrong and not telling the
truth when I say you're crazy.
Leer - If you value your career, Kent, shut up!
Kent - My job is a reporter, to tell the stories of the just and unjust

Leer

of a daughter

Reagan ~ Leer's second most evil daughter
Carddealer ~ Leer's good daughter, who plays

the cards she's

dealt

Brokers, salesmen, messengers, employees,

etc.

as needed.

Leer

Scene:

Manhattan,

New York, comer of 5th Avenue and 32nd Street.
Act One, Scene One

In this scene, Leer intends to divide his company's shares

among his daughters,

-

I'm not listening!

Kent - Then hear better, for I'll tell you how it is.
Leer - By God, Kent.
Kent - Shouldn't you call the other one, Mr. Leer?
Leer - Kent no more or I'll go get my Kryptonite.
Kent - You wouldn't.

but encounters a snare. Enter Leer, Kent,

Allbaloney, Corndog, Rivalson, Burgundy, andLeer's daughters

Leer

into Leer's office.

Kent- Very well, I'll go. (to Carddealer)Takecare. (toReagan
and Goneria) I've got my eye on you two. Exit-Kent opens
window, changes into costume and flies away.

Leer

- 1

have called

meeting here today for the purpose of

this

my stock among my three daughters, so that I may retire
to pursue my hobby of golf. Now, in the interest of unfairness,
I will give the best shares to that daughter who can sweet-talk me
dividing

you may go first.
Goneria - Daddy dear, I love you more than any Hollywood
script could describe, more than all the lights of Central Park, and
would gladly give up all my jewelry and Parisian dresses for you.

best Goneria, you

That's

how much

I

won

it

-

to

you

I

story so far:

while,

Edmuck forges a

my

would gladly give up champagne and

the

Carddealer, certainly you can back-stab your sisters and get

Glowsticker

What would you

- 1

love you as

my

Corndog

-

Glowsticker

Reagan

all

give up for Daddy?

father, not as

a

Glowsticker

to

-

-

My stars!

That wasn't nice.

Playing the woodsy, eh?
-

You evil woman!

I

came to discuss business, not

be insulted.

Corndog - Come now, what word have you from

Carddealer - Not much. Father.
Leer - Not much?
Carddealer - Not much.
Leer - Not much will bring you not much. Try again.
Carddealer

is

- What are you talking about?
Handcuff 'im. Now, you Communist pig- (Reagan

slaps him)

Speak.

suggests his father

Commies?

And you know how I love Hagen-das!
Carddealer (aside) • What can I do? I have nothing to sacrifice
for my love.
Leer - All too well, Reagan, I know your tastes. So for such
abstinence, I will give you my shipping line. And now,
retail outlets.

letter that

to

Mean-

Communist and plants cocaine in Edgoof s locker. Edgoof gets
expelled from School while Glowsticker is questioned by
Corndog and Reagan. Corndog' s office, Corndog, Reagan,
Glowsticker and Guards, present.
Reagan - All right, traitor. Why were you planning to sell out to

chocolate!

my

Act Three, Scene Seven
After Kent flies away. Burgundy, seeing

love garlic so he takes Carddealer to his office in Japan.

My sister has stolen my script, but tells only the half of

For you. Daddy,

would.

Carddealer' s money leave, leaves as well. Rivalson happens

love you.

Carddealer (aside) - Urk, what should I say?
Leer - For such a noble sacrifice, I'll bequeath
processing plants. Reagan, you're next.

Reagan

Our

the toss;

- 1

those godless

Japs?

Reagan - And we know the truth.
Corndog - Where have you sent penniless Leer?
Reagan - He has no money since Goneria and
controlling share. Where is he?

income.
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I

bought

his

Glowsticker

Reagan

-

-

The World Trade

Leer - What's wrong with your father?
Glowsticker - That moron Corndog took out

Center.

Why?

Glowsticker

Because

-

I

Leer

You'll never see that sight, for

-

I

know

-

you're

Glowsticker

-

and duped Edgoof!

did?

I'll

see to him!

Corndog - Guess again! (takes other
Reagan (to security guard ) Go call
trash out here that

contact lens out)
the janitor; there

is

Carddealer

-

Garlic

Leer Really?
-

Act Four, Scene

What

I

do,

Man

-

I'll

Oh, go away. I have no place to go; therefore
need no guide, (runs into Edgoof) Pardon me! Who is it?

Old Man - Just a tourist
Edgoof - 'Ello y'all.

now why you would

understand

-

Am

I

sir.

together

A tourist? Do you know the way to the Empire

it

up

for

me. (They

so stressful.

is like,

Reagan - So we

really

-

Edgoof - Ah just passed it (in fake southern accent)
Glowsticker - Take me there. (To Old Man) Back to work,

Reagan

Why not?

-

Rivalson

Southern gentleman will help me, and thanks. Exit

want you

-

(enter Rivalson)

Because now. Leer Foods belongs

Carddealer - That's right.
my two abusive sisters.

Our story now: A depressed Glowsticker plans to jump off the
Empire State Building. Edgoof tricks him into jumping off some
low scaffolding instead. In the guise of a street person, Edgoof
asks Glowsticker why he jumped and describes the broken

Allbaloney

takeover attempt to get her father' s

come back,

to

me, and

Carddealer.

Edgoof leading Glowsticker.

pavement from his fall. Leer, in shock, stumbles into an
c(rfe where Carddealer, after arriving from Japan in a

to

Sorry, girls, you can't do that.

Rivalson

-

-

may be

nice but

I

can

still

buy out

Wait, I've got good news too. (shoves Corndog)

Er, after Allbaloney beat

1

Italian

Leer- Amazing!

hostile

in flies

company from her sisters,

I

it into my head how wrong
was, well, here's your contacts back, Glowsticker.
Glowsticker - Thank you! (puts them in) Ah! I can see again.

Corndog

Is

thereanyone we haven't heard from? (Enter,

Kent holding Edmuck and a camera)

Edgoof - Wow, nice entrance.
Kent (holding Edmuck aloft) - Well?
Edmuck - Um, Dad? Um, it was me

is

having coffee. (With Carddealer dressed in traditional Japanese
garb, he does not recognize her.) Kent leaks a story to the press

and soon the main cast will be arriving here. (Leer is shocked
from having his dumbest daughters buy his controlling share and
is

give

dis-disinherited?

I

State Building?

this

you!

Leer
Yes, though I'm afraid there's little for you to have.
Carddealer - All I wanted was my father back, (enter
Allbaloney, Corndog, Goneria, and Reagan)
Goneria and Reagan (together) - Daddy!
Leer - What now? Do you wish my pocket change?
Goneria - No. It's just that trying to keep a huge company

see you safely

-

-

It is

-

away.

Glowsticker

I

Carddealer

luck, he's lost his contacts! He'll

Easy now, Mr. Glowsticker,

Glowsticker

daughter... (recognizes Carddealer)

embrace)

never recognize me!

Old

salt.

Carddealer, I'm so sorry. After tasting now what alittle garlic can

Edgoof in disguise meets the Janitor helping his blind father.
Edgoof - 1 never knew taxi fare could be so expensive. Oops!
father.

Ravioli.

never thought a simple thing could do so much.

I

You know my

my

bankruptcy. (They order)

gave me?

some

needs to be removed. Exit Glowsticker with

Old Man.

There's

my

Leer - Yuck. This pasta tastes funny.
Carddealer (aside) • They say the best way to a man's heart is
through his stomach; now's my chance to make amends. ( to Leer)
Honorable Sir, try this. (Hands him shaker)
Leer - Thank you. (Tries more pa^taj Excellent! What was it you

No! Wait! I'm legally blind in one eye! Help!
It was your patriotic son who let on his

He

together, let's have lunch, on you,

all

Edgoof - (when food arrives) Yum,

Edmuck - Reagan - Ha!
father's evil alliance

Well, since we're

-

Glowsticker, to celebrate

nearsighted! (takes out a contact lens)

Glowsticker

and

contacts,

I'm nearly bUnd.

could not see him hounded by his

creditors, his one-time daughters.

Corndog

my

Edgoof?

I

Kent - That's

therefore quite dazed.)

right.

I

sjwtted

deeds on camera.

his evil

that sent that letter,

and

planted the cocaine in your locker.

him with

my

x-ray vision and got

But, since he promised to

make

amends, 1 won't prosecute, unless- Glowsticker-No, that's okay,

Act Five, Scene
Enter into an Italian Bistro, Leer

-

One

Kent, (cracks knuckles)

Carddealer and assorted

Leer - Amazing. Everything's put right once again. Can I ask a

-

question

Alas, I've lost everything.

Espresso will help bring back

take care of him.

now?
Everyone - Sure.
Leer - Since Glowsticker's paying, does anybody

customers are already within.

Leer

I'll

my

Oh

well, perhaps a nice

senses.

else

want

Carddealer- Yeek, there's Dad. What's he doing here? Maybe
in this get up he won't recognize me.
Leer - (To Carddealer) Oh, miss? Do you have the New Yoric
Times with you? (To waiter bringing coffee) Thank you.
Carddealer - (Hastily) Ah, no. No have Times. Have Wall Street

Rivalson and Carddealer will take care of his company.
Glowsticker pays for lunch, then pays Edmuck back for his

Journal instead.

misdeeds. Edgoof remains Edgoof. Corndog and Allbaloney

Leer

-

Thank you, never mind

then, (enter

lunch? Finished

Thus ends our

Edgoof leading

-

Ho, what's

Edgoof Leer

-

Leer

still

have a falling out, which ends

gets to retire, happily knowing

in divorces for both couples, but

then each marries the other's ex-spouse.

Glowsticker)

Leer

story.

this?

And super-guy Kent

Yo, Edgoof, over here. Son.

Hello, Mr. Leer.

May we join

Yes, certainly. (They

you?

special

sit)
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on

gets everything

the six o'clock news.

(So that ends okay.)

on tape and makes

it

a

A MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN'S LAMENT
I'm a middle-aged woman of forty eight.
I'm trying to quit smoking, and I'm putting on weight.
I look in the mirror and what do I see?
All grey hair and wrinkles looking back at me.

My life's half over, my life's halfway spent.
I

wonder where

my days got up and

went.

My children are older, they're all grown and gone.
Sometimes

I

feel

hke I'm here

all

alone.

But I'm not going to worry about going to pot.
I'm not going to worry about what I have and have not
I'm not going to worry about what's said and been done.
I'm going

to get out

my Reese's

and eat every one!

Judith L. Caldwell

Nursing

COMPENSATION
Who in the weary years to come
when Mother's

not around

Will sew Melissa's buttons on

when

she's

nowhere

to

be found?

But, ah, too soon the years will pass,

Too swiftly fly away;
Then perhaps my little giil
will

have no time

to play.

Stem duties then may claim her time,
Small children make a racket,
She'U find a tear in her son's pants
and cry over daughter's jack^

And

as she deftly

mends each hole

In stocking heel and toe,

what another did
So many years ago.

She'll recall

Terri Herring

Nursing
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for her

I

Croesus, the King of Lydia, was the richest

man of the ancient worid. As women, we are
all

drawn

to her dress.

fantasize about wearing

we see her as being the

We
it.

immediately

Why? Because

"center of attention"

in that dress. Sad, isn't it? It took the dress fro

her to achieve "status". Take the dress away

and she

i

a nobody.

What does

that tell us

about ourselves as women? We are as we are
that we place upon ourhow much attention we can get
from how we look. As females, we quickly

seea The value
selves is in

learn that to incur envy in other fem ales

reach the piimacle of success.

is

Envy not

to

for

our mental and physical prowess but for our
ability to get

people to look

at us!

ODALISQUE OF CROESUS, NO. 2
prismacolor
collection of Lee Renner, Goldsboro,

25 1/2"

H X 20

1/2"

NC

W

Patricia Turlington, Art Instructor
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DAD'S BARBER SHOP
Marcie Sanford, College Transfer
Every afternoon
her

make eggnog

for

my mom called me into the kitchen to help
my dad. I would get the milk and a brown

egg out of the refrigerator.

back porch of the house.
led into a kitchen area.

would also get a small silver bowl and the manual
Mom would always get a coffee
cup, the sugar, and imitation vanilla. Mom always used imitation
vanilla because real vanilla cost too much.
While Mom heated the milk on the stove, I broke the brown
egg into the silver bowl. When the milk was heated. Mom poured
it into the egg mixture. Then she would beat it with the manual
beaters. She also added a teaspoon of sugar and a teaspoon of
imitation vanilla. Mom would beat it again until it was foamy on
from his farm.

old refrigerator.

I

beaters from under the cupboard.

room.

The waiting room contained the most furniture of the barber
shop. There were a red couch and chair, which looked like leather

made of plastic. Also in the room were a cigarette
machine, a gumball machine, and a two- seat wooden bench. The
but were only

bench sat in front of what appeared to be a window, separating the
waiting
I

room from

the barber area.

climbed onto the bench to reach the window to give my dad

Dad always smiled when he saw me.
Dad gave me a shiny penny to
use in the gumball machine. Dad kept the pennies under a barber
towel, which was white with a green stripe down the center of it.
his

top.

eggnog was made. Mom poured it into a coffee
cup. There was always some eggnog left over for me to drink
when I came back from the barber shop.
Mom always held open the back door for me so I wouldn't
spill the drink on the kitchen floor. Outside the back door was a
cement porch. Hooked to the cement porch were two steep
cement steps. I had to be careful not to spill the eggnog while I
went down the steps.
Between the house and the barber shop was a small yard.
Mom planted flowers every year beside the barber shop and the

When

was a small, empty entrance way which
The only thing Dad kept in there was an
To the right of the kitchen area was the waiting

Inside the back door

My Uncle Louie gave us brown eggs

eggnog.

In exchange for the eggnog.

the

The towel was spread out on

Dad placed

the counter top behind the barber

on top of the towel.
The gumball machine belonged to the Lions Club. The
machine had a little cardboard sign on the top of it which said
"Lions Club" and showed a pair of eyeglasses. A man from the
Lions Club came regularly to empty the pennies and fill it with

chair.

his barber tools

gumballs.
After putting the penny into the slot and turning the knob

house.

Dad's barber shop was a small, green-shingled house where
a family had once lived. To get to the back door, it was necessary
to climb up two steep cement steps like the ones attached to the

once, I would hold

come out.

my palm to catch the two gumballs that would
my gumballs, I would run home to drink

After getting

the rest of the eggnog.

GUMBALL MACfflNE, Marylyn Eagleson. College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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TOBACCO TEARS
Rosalyn Lomax, English Instructor
All morning long I had slapped
Those bundles of tobacco leaves
Behind me with whipping sound,
Their gummy green breadth heavy with dew
As they passed from the flat bed

Of the tobacco truck (low wagon pulled
under the shelter of the tobacco bam by mule)
Through my slender hands
Into the hands of the looper
Who deftly twisted them with twine,
One bundle one side, next bundle the other.
Onto her tobacco stick.
Gummy tobacco leaves laden with dew.
Not

until

break time did

And lift my eyes
To meet the streaming

I

raise

my

back

eyes of my handing partner,

A

young black girl (we said "colored") about
Who, blinded by generations of segregation.
Could not see we were equal hired hands

And

dared not teU

my age.

me

had been slinging that stinging tobacco juice
deep brown eyes
Since 5:30 that morning.

I

Into her

My brown eyes streamed too when I saw hers.
Not the

thirty years

between

Can dry my tears
Or soothe the sting.

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE, Patricia Silagy, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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FAIRVIEW
Elvira Simmons, Secretarial

Welcome

to

Edgerton

Street. It is located in the heart

a housing project in a low-income section of Goldsboro.

read about

it

recently in your newspapers.

To

life

of Fairview Homes,

am sure that you have

name would imply
know that the name has

a foreigner the

a place of peace and tranquility. But to live here

nothing to do with

I

is to

here in Fairview.

Notice the children standing on the ground. They are really a fence. Each
is

by the poverty and disgust of the neighborhood in
attention that they receive makes them different. Just

a link to the next joined

which they live. Only
as with

the

any other fence there are good and bad links. One end stands up straight,

without flaw; this

is

the part tended

by one who

cares.

The middle

a tendency to buckle and bend; though trying hard to stand,

by one who

it's

section has

probably looked

weak but has one ounce of care. The opposite section of the
fence is rusted, dirty and broken. It was neglected, so it fell in despair.
See the flowers that grace the yard. The name for these flowers is "drug
dealer." They were never planted here ... just grew though constanUy pruned by
our gardeners from Goldsboro Drug Squad; like wild flowers they always return.
Check out the grass and wonder why it grows so high. The maintenance men
from the Housing Authority work hard each day. But it is a difficult task to keep
after

is

on top of the grass that grows astray. This
rather

it

is

the paper, botfles, or cans left

is nothing like centipede you see, but
from what dinner the flowers ate last

night.

There

much to

is

no reason to buy Cable TV. Instead look out the window; there's so
you happen to miss an episode, just walk over and say hi to the

see. If

When the
she can't remember her own name.

nosey lady next door. She sees everything.

need information

God help you

to solve a case,
if

you decide

It's

funny though.

to befriend a resident.

police

You're in for one Roller

Coaster ride. They come over. They want to borrow everything from your apples

you carry them here? Will you lend them that? If you don't
give them what they ask for, then they steal right out from under your nose. To
live here, you must learn to walk alone because to invite a friendship would be
to a telephone. Will

wrong.

The Housing Authority can be compared to a magistrate in a supreme court
They stereotype you from day one. They put you in the same mix with
Jiffy Com Bread even though your ingredients say you're a carrot cake. Though
system.

your destiny may be to pass "Street A," that does not necessarily constitute your
destination.

I've already heard about life in the Project, but until
last February

,

I

I

actually

moved here

never would have believed that life could be so nauseating.

to find a goal to

work toward and

set every breath of energy inside

the accomplishment of that goal. Unless

Fairview would be

my

I

do, instead of finding

destination. This is not

through.
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my

home. I'm

me

my

I

have

toward

road out,

just passing

REBIRTH, Edmund Fu,
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College Transfer

HAND
Stephen Taylor, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class

THE TOWER
The water tower stood
It

was

in the center of town.

the tallest structure

Two hundred feet off the ground.
The

spirit

of the community

Painted on the side:

Home to
It

the Fighting Tigers

read with pride.

How were they to know
This would

all

change

When the boys on the team
Robbed a bank in LaGrange?

Now the tower is a symbol of shame.
All they can say

is

who do we blame.

Kathy Steinbach
College Transfer
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BROKEN BONES
Bobby Howell, Electronic Engineering

940s there was a comer where the neighborhood kids used to gather daily. In addition to houses being
situated on three of the comers, there were the neighborIn the late

When I came to my senses,
my brother Carlton was crying and carrying me in his arms.
I asked him to put me down. Carlton made a motion toward
my right leg, which was swinging back and forth above the
curb in front of the restaurant.

1

hood store, laundry, and restaurant located on the fourth.
The main attraction on this particular comer wasn't the
houses or the business establishments; it was the numerous

ankle.

pretty girls that patronized these facilities. This area, lo-

cated in the southwest part of Atlanta, Georgia,

hand were also broken.
At the moment I realized that I had broken all those
limbs, I could feel the stress overcoming me. I had completely forgotten about the young lady who I later learned

was one of

the poorest sections of the city.

My brother Carlton and I and all of our friends would
meet on the comer to show off any contraption that we had
built or rebuilt out of the secondhand items that were
bought or given to

us.

Five minutes of "showing

to call my mom. All I could think of was how
my mom would be to see my condition. She was at
woilc, eighteen miles away. An ambulance was called at the
same time she was notified, and my mom arrived at 2:30

had rushed
upset

off has

caused a lifetime of pain and misery.

On October 10,

1949, which was Carlton's birthday, he

p.m., but the ambulance did not arrive until 3:00 p.m. In the

and I were on the comer showing off his go-cart that he had
built using

meantime,

some old skates, and I was showing off a bicycle

I had built from discarded bicycle parts. Neither of us
had tested these items for safety, of which we knew very
little. As we were bragging about our ingenuity, I looked up
and spotted two young ladies walking in our direction. I

impress her with
I

and
hill

my newly built toy.
my brother to get the

them

with my bike. This

hill

exactly

two o'clock.

manner. Once

myself

young
I

that

my

ladies.

started

I

brother

He

I

orthopedic surgeon.

to

Finally, he

I

looked

still

down

He

gave up and

surgeon came

climbed the

kiUers.

hill in

a speedy

the hill to assure

left

not an

my

leg.

my leg in a cast to be set by the

in

and painfully

set

my

leg without pain

He also set my finger and collarbone and placed me

years, when it has rained or the weather has been
have ached badly in the areas where the bones were
broken. Also over the years riieumatism has set in and

Over the

had the attention of the two

cold,

my descent peddling as fast as I could to build

I

amplifies the original pain.

I

have spent a small fortune

trying to get relief from the pain.

the seat, released the handle bars, and started to rise slowly.

minutes past two.

"Showing off

isn't

always rewarding.

a lifetime of pain, physically and financially.

watch

on the seat, the bike started
remember being thrown toward the

to a full stand
I

me was

body cast in which I remained for two months.
During a recent visit to a podiatrist, I discovered that I
also had a broken toe during that fall forty-two years earlier.

did.

to shake violently.

so dearly

tried ten times to set

up a tremendous amountof speed. Approximately half way
down the hill, I started some acrobatic moves. First, I stood
on the rear support over the rear wheel, jumping from one
side of the bike to the other side. Second, I put both feet on
About half way

I

in a

noted the time was

zig-zagged up the

at the top,

the comfort that

matters worse, the doctor that treated

had an incline of 45-50 degrees
I

me

At the hospital, I remained in the emergency room for
two hours and a half before I was seen by a doctor. To make

ladies' attention

as long as possible while

and crested one -eighth of a mile up.

gave

surgeon whenever he came on duty. At 7:30 a.m. the

whispered to

to delay

my mom

needed.

that

had a crush on one of the young ladies and wanted

My leg was broken in half and a bone was protruding
My collarbone and index finger on my right

out of the side.
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that crushed against the

It

can result

I still

in

have the

curb and stopped

at five

wish that

I

I

could open the hourglass and steal a grain of time

Possess a tiny

moment

But a moment

is

It

Tilt

it

I

mine alone

too fleeting

vanishes before

Pertiaps

as

I

realize

is

it

there

could take the hourglass and hold

slowly until

Instead of a
tiny

hands

But

I

it

lies straight

it

between

my hands

and the sand flows no more

moment being mine, I would have

history immortal, captured in

my

do not wish for history

I

do not desire the dead past or the imbom future

I

do not want a mere moment of time; a spark burned out before

I

want a moment without time

where nothing

I

can feel

its

warmth

exists

but you

So

I

could gaze into your eyes and ponder eternity

Drown

in those azure depths that

I

cannot fathom

Catch the sound of your voice whispering

To

hold your

spirit

between

my hands

And show you how much in

as

softly like a twilight breeze

and

tell

you that I love you a million times

many ways

For Dan
Jessica Holden

College Transfer

THE AURA OF A NIGHT
The taste of her kiss lingers in my memory
Her touch sends shivers up my spine
Passion, wisdom, confusion, and pain
all

entwine in the prisons of her eyes

Eyes that peer straight into the depths of my soul
In them I see the eye of the hurricane
A sense of danger, beauty and awe fills me
Whether too-much-too-soon or too-litde-too-late

know
know the aura of a night
night that meant so much yet nothing at all
I'll

But

A

I'll

never

always

Through a twist of fate occurred an abortion of the heart
Yet through a simple understanding
A beautiful friendship was formed.
Michael D. Meadows
College Transfer
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LOVERS
Kathy Mitchell, College Transfer
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TRIUMPHANT TRUMPETS give way to sassy,
curved saxophones; people wanting freedom;

and industrial

factories.

Dukes, Duchesses classy.

Tyranny; bastardly, hoggishly mistreated 'em.
Peasants fare badly: burdened with taxes.

They play

their roles sadly.

Kings dine on

flatteries, guillotine axes.

Qiildren neglected? Infanticide gladly.

Enlightenment leads to revolution.

Wars

institutionalize the

More

revolutions. Cultural batteries. Spiritual pollution.

Strains of monarchy

The

art

of time

grow weary.

facilitates

On us knowledge

is

Domino Theory.

growth.

bestowed.
Steve Ingram

College Transfer

LABYRINTH, Eric Blackburn,

College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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ABSTRACT
Paul Drohan, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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STEALTH FIGHTER
Joyce Garris, General Core Technology

is

The United States Air Force's F-1 17 A Stealth Fighter
an example of advanced technology at its best. This odd

it

looking lightweight aircraft was introduced to the public in

1978 when the decision to produce

looks more like an arrowhead.

was made. The
contract was awarded to the Lockheed Corporation's Advanced Development Project (nicknamed Skimk Works).
The controversial price of $42,000,000 did not stop
progress. Thirty-one months after the production decision,

maximum

the sneaky Stealth took to the

above the wings. The

"invisibly,"

won't soon forget!
five inches high.

I

It

shy of sixty-six feet.

wingspan

is

The cockpit

It

surprised that

its

length

is

streamlined

at forty-three feet,

one

pilot.

The

designed to evade radar detection.

It is

is

angular and

I

have heard

it

critical

like a cockroach.

I
It's

its

A woman
My son thinks

STEPHEN, Stephen Taylor,

able to reach a
Electric

flight

range

is

unlimited with

air

its

own,

is to fly

Stealth,

which

sets

it

in a

undetected at night, destroying

high radar targets. This clears the

way

for conven-

tional attack aircraft.

am

proud of America's superior

efficient

it

defense system.

will

are prepared in case they do.

College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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air

never have to take action in war.
reassuring to know the F-1 17 A and other

nice to imagine

However, it is
machines

described several ways.

it looks

It is

two General

600 miles unrefiieled. It soars in excess of
Its armament is up to 4,000 pounds of laser-

The primary purpose of the

flat

sides.

feet.

class all

uniquely

The usual Air Force emblems proudly decorate

Its

guided bombs or air-to-ground missiles.

one inch

black.

pilot at the base said

50,000

I

four inches.

exterior

powerful as well.

The exhaust is also neafly concealed, mounted

refueling, or

appears shorter, peiiiaps because the

seats only

it is

speed of 670 m.p.h.

thrust each.

stands rather squatty at twelve feet,

was

appears

engines operate internally, providing 10,600 pounds of

My long-awaited chance to see this historical fighter
a sight

it

definitely looks like

In addition to the Stealth's state-of-the-art ability to fly

air.

it is

it

a spaceship.

it

plane came on October 12, 1991. Believe me,

My sister said

like a boomerang. Personally, I'd say

INTO THE WILD BLUE YONDER
Christopher

Mac

Weaver, College Transfer, Pre-Engineering

Thanks to two brothers from Dayton, Ohio, Wilbur and Orville Wright, we
have the airplane. Their studies and concepts have led into an age of fast,
powerful, and very agile jets that can transport people or defend our country.
Many of these planes are exciting to watch because they can do exhilarating
stunts and maneuvers with the greatest of ease and precision. An up-close
encounter with the United States Air Force F-15 Strike Eagle performing a
fuel afterburner takeoff at night is an experience that will leave one's eyes

bulging and heart pounding.

As

the plane pulls onto the runway, excitement

smell of unbumt J-P4 jet fuel.

fills

the air along with the

The pilot is receiving final orders from Seymour

Johnson control as he peers down the twenty thousand feet ahead of him that
is lit up like a Christmas tree. With his left hand gripping the throttle and the
brakes locked down, he begins to run the engines up. The throtde moves down

command and the brakes are released. The pilot is pushed
into his seat by inertia but continues to push the throtde. He gives the throttle
the rail at the pilot' s

a final nudge and sinks farther into his seat.

two hundred

The

Strike Eagle

is

flying within

yards.

Flying with the pilot would be delightfully nauseating, but for the

two hundred yards away, the Strike Eagle takeoff is an
awesome sight. The unmistakable sound of the whining General Electric
engines begins to grow as the plane carefully pulls onto the runway. A sound
much like distant rolling thunder begins to grow louder. As the music of the
burning fuel grows louder, a yellow ring of fire appears in the twin exhaust and
the jets grow even louder. With a thunderous boom the engines roar quickly
to their near full and vibrant life. Long blue flames grow out of the rear of the
machine as it speeds down the runway. The flame turns to a bright white
spectator one or

encircling a smaller blue flame.

plane swiftly

down the runway as

This fifty-foot monster of

fire

the thundering jet noise roars

chases the

and vibrates

everything within several miles. For a few minutes after takeoff, there

echo of the power

that

was

present.

This takeoff is a beautiful sight.
It is

As

it

It is

is

an

leaves, tranquility returns.

a fast, loud, and bright experience.

something that everyone should have the chance to see, up close and

personally.
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TERROR AT TAKE-OFF
Max Rich, College Transfer

Oh, my God! We are going to die!
can remember as if it were yesterday.

I

hydraulic fluid.

some

sinister

It

I can still smell the sweet, tangy odor of
roUed down the narrow passenger aisle like molten lava determined by

mind

to destroy the tiny, sleeping village

below.

My life would never be

the same.

Two years earlier, we had moved to Adana, Tuikey, courtesy of Uncle Sam. We had
America mere children and were returning with a child of our own. As I looked back
over the last two years, I was reminded of how new and wonderful the world had been
left

to us.
I

remembered our first morning in Turkey. We were awakened by the Moslem call
from the tall tower at the end of the dirt road adjacent to our meager

to prayer echoing

hotel. I said, 'Toto,

we are not in Kansas anymore." We pulled the warm sheets over our

heads and laughed.

We were not laughing now! We were strapped tightly in our seats. My wife looked
to me for assurance,
I

prayed

and I offered her my hand. Since childhood, I had not felt so helpless.

silently.

A crew member who tried to get to the back of the aircraft slipped in the thick red
Blood seeped out of the wound just above his eyebrow. As he stumbled to his feet,
he reminded me of a keystone cop. No one laughed. Our lives were in his hands.
I said, "Honey, if it were serious, we would turn around and land. After all, whatever
is broken must have a backup system." I was interrupted by the calm, professional voice
of our captain. She said, "We will be making an emergency landing. Please bring your
seats to their upright position, fasten your seat belts, and extinguish all smoking material

liquid.

at this time."

The plane shook violently, bringing me back from my sometimes over-exaggerated,
morbid thoughts. In my mind, the plane tumbled along the runway, a huge, orange ball
of flame. Bodies were tossed from the twisted, grotesque wreckage and crumpled to the
ground. They looked like smoldering, charred, lifeless rag doUs.
I

took a deep breath and looked

a word, she said everything. She

at

my wife. Her eyes captured mine. Without saying

knew the situation was much graver than I had implied.

A gentle smile crossed her face. She realized, as did that if we were to die, then should
be as we had lived, together. We looked at our baby, so new and fresh, untouched by life 's
I,

it

discord. Together.. .together...

The plane's violent shaking increased. I thought of a leaf, tossed around by an angry
fall. The cold air bit at my skin and stung my eyes as the floor
opened up and we plummeted to our death, still strapped in our seats.
I was once again jolted back to reality as the engines surged. The nose of the plane
quickly came up and so did dinner. An elderly lady was heaving. The air was filled with
wind. Our plane began to

the sour stench of vomit.

The rear landing gear hit the runway with a bone-wrenching screech. The nose gear
We were on the ground. The passenger cabin broke out in applause.
Everyone was laughing, slapping each other's back, shaking hands, and hugging one
another. The elderly woman had a moist towelette over her face. I looked at my daughter
and laughed out loud. She was asleep. She was beautiful. She was alive. We were
quickly followed.

together.

My life changed that day.

I

learned a very valuable lesson.

It

does not matter what I

have or do not have. The really important things in life are those I love and those who love
me. When aU is said and done, I want the world to be a better place because I lived.

now. Rowers smell more fragrant; birds sing more
sweetly; my children's laughter fills my soul with joy. A sudden brush with death taught
I

view the world

differently

me to live.
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SELF-PORTRAIT
William Weisiger, College Transfer, Basic Drawing Class
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GOOD STUFF
Shawn Moye, College

Transfer, Basic

Drawing Class

FIGHTING THE FITNESS FAD
Ruby Ellen Wallace
Continuing Education, Creative Writing

Look alive, couch potatoes! The physical fitness freaks
are out to cream you! It starts innocently enough, moving

The video I received is called "Sweatin'

with "oldies" referring to music of the 50s and 60s, not to

owner of the tape. On the cover it shows cute, curlySimmons, the instructor, surrounded by
some very hefty associates. Well, it's about time!
The first day I learned I was depressingly out of shape.
I wasn't just sweating, I was huffing and puffing. And that
was just from ripping off the cellophane wrapper! By the
time I inserted the tape into the VCR, picked up the remote
control gadget and gave it a couple of flicks, I was having

you to stretch to
reach them. Then comes bribing the paper boy to leave the
paper closer to the street than to the house. Before you know
it, less subtle things begin to happen. People offer you
memberships to health clubs, or, in my case, even though
your munchies to a higher

I

shelf, forcing

the

haired Richard

have not yet been mistaken for the Goodyear blimp, an

anonymous, and probably skinny,

elf

gave

me

a video

exercise tape for Christmas.

There are tons of these tapes on the maricet, each one
promising to remove tons of weight from your blubbery
body. They also have something else in
is

the people

good

on the tapes

health. In

my

user-friendly only

who,

if

physical

Schwarzenegger

are gorgeous and bursting with

the host or hostess

is

talk funny.

Was

it

worth the

risk?

I

de-

cided not.

opinion, an exercise program can be

if

What do we know about the side effects of
fitness?
Something
made Arnold

serious doubts.

common, and that

hopelessly out-of-condition slob. Don't

to the Oldies,"

Oh,

an overweight,

suit,

show me people

yes,

I

love the tape. Every day

I

put on

drop dead trying to get one.

donated them to charity.
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sweat

kick back on the sofa and listen to the great music.

never have a drop-dead body. But, hopefully,

they ever had any fat cells, have subsequently

my
I'll

I'll

never

PARADOX

HOPE

A place

You show

Where time

arrogance and pride

is infinite

yet infinitely meaningless

Where past, present, and

future are

mated

in

your walk,

in

how you

talk;

yet taunt each other

Where a memory

still is

swaying of your hips,

was
Where a diamond was the sun
yet never

leering of your lips.

yet a shard of glass

Where

forever died in a

The

injustice with

which you

live

moment

yet a moment lives forever
Where truth can set one free

Develops

fears,

causes tears;

yet bind one with chains

Where anger and

pain converge

continual fright,

with guilt and blame

If

love

unending night.

knows no reason
then reason knows no love

And my

soul

by

arrogant, be proud.

Do

not despair.

crushed

is

its

Be

own dead weight
Michael D. Meadows

We're innocent people-

Someday

College Transfer

we'll care.

Terri Herring, Nursing

ORDER FROM DISORDER
Martin
31

Hill,

College Transfer

THE PORTRAIT
Stephanie Doreen Davis, Continuing Education, Creative Writing
/

those wheels," he sighed, "but when in tarnation am

I going
This had been the worst summer he had
seen in many years. Young Qyde Bostic was an accident
waiting to happen. Doc suspected the young man needed
glasses, but his parents wouldn't hear of it! Nobody had

Jennie stood in the bright sun, her hair shining blue-

black as a crow's wings. She Hfted her

to find the time?"

smoky gray eyes

heavenward, wondering if it might suddenly open up and
let her climb that mighty stairway. Heaven, a place of
refuge.. .a place of unbiased minds., of kindness.. .of love.

ever worn glasses in their family, and they weren't about to

Love. Jennie wondered what it would feel like to be loved,
cherished and cared for. She knew there was such a thing.
Her Bible said so. She clutched the tiny book close in her
hand and let her other hand wander to her slightly swollen

now. No, sir, young Qyde would get his bearings just
as soon as his feet stopped growing. "If he lives that long the
start

way

he's going," muttered Doc to himself.
His musings were distracted by the bright slash of color
coming his way. It was young Jennie. He hadn't seen her
in such a hurry since she was a small child. He wondered

stomach. She already loved this small being forming within
her.

Her breath caught on a sigh

earlier conversation

"You

as she

remembered her

with her mother.

can't keep

it,

child.

I

around for folks to talk about us.
man to marry.

ever finding a decent

what was wrong

won't have it imderfoot
It'll ruin your chances of
It's

"Hello, Doc. I've just got to talk to you, please."
"Sure.

always talk better over a cup of steaming coffee."
Jennie laughed. "You sure do. Doc."
Two cups of coffee later Doc said, "Well, what's on
your mind, Jermie?"
Jermie hesitated, then burst out. "Doc, I'm pregnant.

Ma wants me to get rid of

it, but I just can't, I can't. Will you
can cook, clean, help you in the office. Oh
Doc, I'll do anything to keep this baby."
"So your ma's got her back up?"
"Yes, sir." Jennie's voice wavered pitifully.
"I see. Mmmm. Have you got time to pick those
blueberries out back and cook me a cobbler today?"
"Yes, sir." Jennie looked puzzled.
"Well, get to work then. If you can make a cobbler as
good as my ma used to make, you've got a job. Deal?"
Jermie nodded agreement but wondered how in the
world she was going to cook anything as good as he
remembered his ma to have done. She picked up a pail and
started out the back door. Goodness! Doc's kitchen was in
a mess. She'd clean it up some while the cobbler was
cooking. She wondered when Doc had eaten his last decent
meal. If this kitchen was any indication of his digestive
neglect, then he was going to be his own patient soon!
The blueberry bushes were bursting with plump, juicy
berries just begging to be eaten. Jennie picked rapidly,
making a mental note to come back and pick the rest of the
berries for Doc whether he helped her or not.
Jermie had the cobbler bubbling in the old iron wood
stove oven in record time. She washed the old oak dining
table and dusted the chairs. Then she swept and mopped the
floor. She walked outside and took a peek into Doc s smoke
house. Plenty here, she thought. A sure sign Doc's patients
were paying him with food. Cutting a thick slice of ham, she
surveyed the contents of the smoke-house.. .sausages hanging from the rafters touched hands with hams, shoulders
and a big side of beef. In one comerstood a big stand of lard

give me a job?

Somehow she would find a way to give this
unborn child a life, a life he could be proud of. Someday she
would tell him of his father., .the man she had fallen in love
with. ..had married. ..lived with for three glorious
weeks...then one night he disappeared out of her life
forever leaving behind a note saying he was already
married..that their marriage wasn't legal.. .goodbye! That
was the last she had seen or heard of him. But he had left her
with child, and this child was an extension of him for her.
She had tried to hate him but couldn't force herself to do so.
Her love was too great.
The baby made a small movement within its warm
home and Jennie smiled. Suddenly Jennie's mind crackled
with thought. Old Doc Pope had said just the other day that
he could use an extra pair of hands. He was getting too old
to do everything by himself anymore. Jennie didn't think
him old, just exhausted from trying to take care of too many
people all by himself.
Jennie raced down the hill and through the flower
strewn valley that led to his big sprawling home. His house
was big, huge in fact. Somehow it had survived the destruction of the Civil War. His grandfather had given his life for
"the cause," leaving behind a ten-year-old boy who grew
up to be Doc's father. Doc had never married. He had been
engaged once, but his fiance had died after a bad fall from
her horse two days before their planned wedding. Her
portrait adorned Doc's study wall and seemed to emit a

I

'

feeling of peace and tranqility...of forever love.

Doc Pope halted his horse, and the buggy that he drove
"Got

Hop up here and ride down to the house with me.

I

barbaric.

rattled to a stop.

home. Was her ma's asthma acting up

"Hold up, Jennie. What's the rush?"

got to go!"

"No, mama, no!"
Jennie's mama wanted her to go see old lady Mattie
who had concoctions of all kinds. One of them made
unwanted babies disappear!
Jermie had heard of girls and also married women who
had used Mattie's potions. There had been rumors of some
of these women dying too, but Mattie's ministerings were
never blamed.
Jennie's inner being refused to submit to something so

around in to see his patients

at

again?

smelling slightiy rank, but Jermie

to oil
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knew the secret ingredi-

Late one

Near the lard was a crout barrel
full to the brim. Jennie hurried back into the kitchen with
the ham, grabbed a bowl and rushed back out to the smoke
house, quickly filling it with crout. She found flour and
clabbered milk in the huge pantry adjoining the kitchen.
While the cobbler browned, Jennie made a pan of
clabbermilk biscuits. In a few more minutes the ham was
ent to take Jie rankness out.

than no tea at
to

all,

Again the pains came. "It can't be time," she mused;
weeks to go." The pains persisted.
Jermie could hardly get her breath. She eased off the bed
and crawled to the top of the stairs, clutching the banisters
sides.

"I've got another three

with

all

her strength, willing the pains away. Just as she

reached the

better

cmmpling

last stair step,

sweeten it, tasted it, found it to her liking and poured a big

in a

'Too late."
"Won't make

Meanwhile Doc had rubbed down his horse and was
thinking of taking a quick nap before making his evening
rounds when his nostrils were assailed by an aroma that set
his mouth watering. AH thought of sleep disappeared as he
followed the pleasing smell wafting through the open
kitchen window. Dam, he had forgotten all about Jennie.
"Come on. Doc. Sit down. It's ready. I couldn't find
any ice. Hope you like warm tea."
"Always did like tea any old way." He sighed as he sat
down to the delicious meal. He became lost in the world of
taste appreciation. Even Ma hadn't cooked this good! The
ham was perfection itself, the crout cooked just the way he
remembered, and the biscuits. ..they melted in his mouth
one after the other until Jennie was afraid he would pop!
"Doc?"
"Dish me up some of that cobbler. When can you start?
Bright and early tomorrow? You can have one of the

it."

"Poor little babe."
Then the sound of an angry baby's cry shook the
stillness. "Shoo, shoo."
"Look, look, she moved her hand."
"Jennie, Jennie,

As

live." Jennie's eyes closed again to a restful sleep.

Jennie's eyes opened, focusing on the portrait of Doc's

There was sweet warmth in the room, a dampness
on her chest. She looked down at the tiny baby suckling at

lost love.

her breast with

in a healing balm.

all his

man and turned back
to the dishpan with tears streaming down her face, missing
the tears in Doc's own eyes.
Jennie moved in late that evening while Doc was out on

and

agree to marry me.

him how her mother had ranted and

come

it,

telling

was wrong. You can come

will raise this child together.

WiU you?" He

That

is if

Jennie will

directed his gaze to

was even more beautiful now
come seeking his help, and he had

to love her dearly.

Jennie glanced up at the jwrtrait.

It seemed to be
nodding in agreement. Jennie smiled a wondrous smile and
said. "Yes, Doc, yes! Right here in the study under her
portrait and we'll name our first daughter after her!"
Three months later Doc and Jermie were married,

standing beneath the portrait in the study.

As they said their

vows, Jennie's baby son cooed in agreement. Doc adopted
the boy and raised him as his own. Two years later Jennie
gave birth to a beautiful baby girl and, true to her word,

Doc's study, she would
and sometimes she would
her deepest feelings and knowing she

as Jennie dusted

on the

I

than the day she had

comer, freshly washed curtains billowed from the windows in the light breeze. Throughout the summer Jennie
picked and canned the blueberries and assorted vegetables
that the farmers paid Doc with. She persuaded him to buy
a nesting hen, and soon the peep of tiny chicks could be
heard. Before long there would be fresh fried chicken on the

the portrait

I

Jermie's soft features. She

Why, living in Doc 's house!

What would people say about that!
Within a week Doc's house was shining from comer to

menu.
Every day

at last!"

Doc entered tl^ room silently. "No, she can't either."
"What do you mean?" Jennie's ma asked angrily.
"I mean that you can visit the baby anytime but Jennie

forbidden cookie jar!
raved, disowning her forever!

God, you're awake

"Jennie, forgive me, child.
back home with the baby."

She had a light supper waiting for him when he
arrived back late that night. He was bone tired, but he ate
the meal with relish like a young boy who has just raided the
Jennie never told

Love flowed through Jennie

"Mama?"

Jennie hugged the old

his roimds.

talk to

might.

"Jennie, Jennie, thank
sir!

wake up!"

She forced her eyes open. Oh, how the light hurt.
Oh, how she hurt! Her eyes moved around the room
focusing on the portrait of the beautiful lady. Why, she was
in Doc's study!
She looked back up at the portrait. It seemed to speak
to her. "Live, live, you have a babe to look after, a life to

bedrooms. I always sleep in my office downstairs
can hear if somebody needs me during the night.

at

up,

stirred her.

so

look

wake

Jennie drifted in and out of sleep, a baby's cry

upstairs

Okay?"
"Yes

Jennie screamed and fainted,

heap at the bottom of the stairs.
In the foggy distance voices muttered.

"she mused aloud. She had found sugar

glass full for Doc.

I

woke in a fevered sweat. The

subsided and she relaxed her unconscious hold on the bed

stew frying, the bubbling cobbler pulled
from the oven, and the biscuits popped in. Jennie washed a
place setting of dishes and set the table. She had made tea
is

night Jennie

moved a little to her side, hoping to ease them. "I must have
eaten too much supper," she thought to herself. The pain

sizzling, the kraut

but could find no ice in the ice box. "Well, hot tea

fall

pains in her back and stomach were excruciating. She

named the child Iris Annastasia Margaret Pope. Little Iris
grew up to be as good and kind as the lady she had been
named after.

wall,

would not be betrayed.
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FEMALE, Tammy Rush, College Transfer
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BROKEN HEART
Two different places
Two different people
Two different hearts
Two different minds
Two different souls

A THOUSAND LOVES
I

Too different
One broken heart
Mine

loved

my love

With a thousand loves

A thousand loves that were true.

Tanya Weeks
I

Early Childhood

made

her smile

A thousand smiles
A thousand smiles that looked brand new.
And
I

a thousand times

held her hand

Always helping her

heart to soar.

LOVE IS A PUZZLE
And
Love

is

I

a puzzle

And you

A thousand times a thousand more.

are the pieces

I just can't figure you out
You're scattered around

But then those days
to an end
It seems like a thousand years ago.

Came

There are pieces you hid
I want to know about

The ones

Now every night

you together
But somehow you just won't fit
You change just like a chameleon
I

try to piece

You make me

use

my

From my

wit.

just can't

teary eyes

A

thousand teary floods do flow.

A

thousand flowing floods

For a thousand

you together
Each part of you looks the same
There must be 5,000 pieces
Please won't you quit this game?
Kathy Mitchell
I

a thousand times

kissed her lips

fit

lost loves

A thousand lost loves that were true.
Vance Deal
College Transfer

College Transfer
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GRANDMA IDA'S YARD
Barbara Pendleton, College Transfer

We

always visited Grandma Ida every summer as
As we drove up to the porch, she would be sitting
in her most favorite wood brown rocker, smiling as the car
was being unloaded. We would race up to the porch to be
the first one to receive her bear hug, which always made us
feel as though we had to go to the bathroom, and a wet kiss,
so wet we would take the backside of our hand and wipe it
off. The most enjoyable times spent were playing in

What was

children.

fish in

it

felt as if

our

played so wildly that

we ended up

in the street

which was made out of claydirt. It was a burnt orange color
and always looked as if a rain storm had come and the tiger
paw trucks had driven on it before it had dried. Mother
would be angry with us when it was laundry day because it
was difficult to get the dirt out. It left stains as if we had
played softball and slid into home base.
When it was hide-and-go-seek time, we would hide
along the side of the gigantic well that sat middle way of the
front yard about twenty- four feet from the porch.
"Move away from that well," Grandma would say.
Momma would come running out to see what was
going on. We helped draw the drinking and bathing water
sometimes, remembering the smell of the deep brown rope
that was attached to a grayish tin bucket that sounded like
a piece of dry rusty metal
walls.

when

The bucket was dropped

of the well

into the well along with

delight to feed because they ate right out of our hands and

it

hit the sides

we watched it
When no one was looking, we would pull

the boarded covering,

look

down

might

in

fall in.

it

to see

One

which smelled

off our faces.

sink to

like burnt

our reflections, never thinking

We didn

'

t

bother the cows much because they

were larger than we were, but we would sneak a squirt of
milk during the feedings.
At the very end of the yard on the right side, which
seemed like a mile away, sat a small shack. It was not made
of brick but of a smoky colored wood. We thought it was a
playhouse for us, but we found out different. It was a
bathroom. When we pulled on the heavy hinged door and
found my cousin sitting there with sweat running from his
face, boy, were we embarrassed. We never played around
there anymore, nor did he leave the door unlatched.

off

wood, and

we

drink from the well quenched our thirst

we had

to have more.
Off the side of the well was a goldfish pond that we
raced to every morning. The outer wall was made of blood
red bricks in an oval shape. The top was a tannish color and
smooth as silk. There were about five goldfish in the pond.
Two of them had red stripes on their tails. We would put our
hands into the water and scare the fish by splashing profusely. One time we put our bodies into the ice blue water.
That was the one time Grandma wanted to skin us alive.
There was a creek about twelve feet from the side of the

but

Sometimes we just

sat there like Humpty Dumpty.
To the left of the yard was the chicken house where we
hid sometimes. It was made of screen all around and the
chickens sat in small wooden boxes of straw to lay the eggs.
At night we would lock the squeaky wood-stained door,

on.

making sure all the chickens were inside. The back yard
was the feeding ground for Grandma's farm animals. We
would run the chickens to death. When we put the feed out
for them and they pecked the food, we would pull their
feathers when no one was looking. The pigs smelled
horrible and squeaked all the fime, but it was fun watching
them eat. They would fight for their food and after eating
they would roll around in the mud which was like having a
cigarette after a nine-course meal. The puppies were a

everything else, especially rocks, and
the bottom.

had crawdad

A red brick wall about four feet tall divided the yard
from the wooded area. We used to climb upon the wall and
try to walk a straight line. We fell off more than we stayed

bodies were broken in two.

We

it

Tiny edible fish the size of two fingers, brown in color,
were swimming around. Our cousin showed us how to get
in and catch them with a hand or shirt. We would not eat
them but Grandma put the fire to them.
Toward the left of the well was a pecan tree so tall that,
"If God had a house this is where He would live." We would
climb to the center and swing on the limbs. Holding on for
dear life with our legs, we caused the mouth watering
pecans to fall to the ground.
There were not very many shade trees for us to hide
from the sun in the back yard. Out back the ground was
covered with gray sand and small patches of grass.

Grandma Ida's yard.
Mothe r could not keep us still for very long. We would
come trampling out of the house onto the porch with
Grandma and jump down from the porch instead of using
the steps, rolling into the grass and dirt. Sometimes we did
not skin our knees, but there were times

so amazing about the creek was

it.

The times we spent at Grandma's are all memories in
comers of our minds. As Grandma sat smiling in her
brown wood rocker, we loaded the car. We had trouble
saying our good-byes because we didn't want to leave. We
the

The water was not as clear as the well water, nor was
it as cool as the goldfish pond. The water was a misty color.

could never forget

house.
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Grandma

Ida's yard.

A SANTA IN NEED OF CHANGE
Terri Herring, Nursing

Thesis statement: Santa, you should change your traditional image.

Your physical shape
A. Your rotund body
1.
Your slowing movements
a.

Delivering toys to houses

b.

Completing delivery by Christmas morning

Your complaints about sore
Your burning indigestion
3.
B. Unkempt hair
2.

1

feet

Beard and mustache

.

a.

Your

b.

Itching of face

rash every

summer

Hair style

2.

a.

b.

A shapeless length
A boring color
(1)
(2)

Your desire to look more youthful
Your need for appeal to children

Your clothing
A. Red suit
Dry-cleanable material

1.

Expensive laundering
Necessity of several suits
Large number of patches
2.
Your tumbling down chimneys
a.
Your scorched britches from fireplaces
b.
Boots
1.
No bottom grips
a.

b.

B.

Your falling on rooftops
Your slipping on snow and ice
b.
Your cold feet
Your purchase of unlined boots
a.
The hole in your right boot
b.
a.

2.

C.

Hat
1.

Noearflaps
b.

Your frequent earaches
Your past history of frostbitten

No

visor

a.

2.

a.

Your eye

b.

Protection from precipitation

sensitivity to the

ears

sun

Transportation

A.

Sleigh
1

.

Need for larger overall size
Your need for increased space
a
b.

2.

seat for your

for toys

widening size

Necessity for lights
a.

b.

B.

Wider

Your
Your

safety

staying on course

Reindeer
1.

2.

Rudolph
Your complaint about his manufacturing nose
a.
Your reference to his superior attitude
b.
Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixon, Comet, Cupid, Donder, and Blitzen
Your recognition of their geriatric status
a.
(1)
(2)
(3)
b.

Matted fur
Slowed pace
L ack of excitement

Your witnessing

their internal

power

Their frequent squabbles
(2) Their jockeying for positions
37
(1)

struggle

RESPECTFULLY YOURS
Portia Holmes, College Transfer

Very proud of our new mobile home, my husband
Gerald and I were putting the finishing touches to the decor
that fated evening of March 28, 1984. Since it was hot and

muggy with
plants inside.

the air unusually

still,

we

"Gerald.. .Gerald!"

From
leg.

decided to pot our

I

frantically called again

and again.

out of nowhere, a hand reached out and touched

my

Miraculously Gerald was beside me! Not feeling any

him to stand, to no avail,
for each time he stood, he would crumble like a rag doU
back down to the ground. Knowing I had to leave him to get

On the television, the weatherman was saying

something about a severe line of thunderstorms headed our
direction, putting the area under a tornado watch. As usual,

we were unconcerned and continued our task at hand. What
neither of us realized was how much respect and attention

pain,

I

got up quickly and helped

help,

I

raced with bare feet across the yard covered with the

home

ruins of our

to the neighbor's

house

still

standing

only yards away.

Our neighbor Gene, with no thought to himself, reSuzy calmed my hysterical
shaking and radioed the rescue squad. From then until the

the weather that night deserved.

Thunderstorms began a couple of hours later, causing
the lights and phone to go out. Still unconcerned, we
decided to make it an early night to bed. Shortly thereafter,
the storms became especially intense, and we began getting

trieved Gerald while his wife

nervous.

injuries.

next morning

at the bustling hospital, I

remained in a

state

of delirium while Gerald had gone into shock from his

The rain began pelting down angrily, slapping the sides

My hopes of its aU being just a nightmare were dashed

using the force of the increasingly strong

when I woke up, barely able to move, lying in a bed full of
dirt that had dried and fallen off me. Deep cuts and bruises

of our

trailer

winds. Thunder and lighming paused no longer against the

sky that became blacker than night itself. Simultaneously,
everything suddenly stopped. Only seconds later, with the
onslaught of the storm back,

we heard

covered
sion,

a roar that sounded

tion,

like a locomotive headed straight for us. The interior started

vibrating,

"Oh,

and the front end of the

my

God!

It's

I

almost entirely.

injury,

surgery during the night to replace the joint of his hip and

shrieked, panic-

adorned his skin as well. Both of us had a long physical and
mental recovery ahead.

The tornado hit the trailer like a tidal wave, causing it to roll
over and over while being lifted and slammed back down
by the wind. Letting go of Gerald's hands, I covered my
head against the continual beating by flying wood and
metal. As the trailer broke apart, something mercifully hit

people cleaned up our

my head,

thunderstorm season.

I

I

fell

awoke on

lifted

my head

Meanwhile
disaster loan

and the

the ground with the rain

and saw nothing. As

I

I

was,

focused,

I

I

friends, family,
lot.

and countless unknown

Their donations, along with a

from the government, enabled us to

start

over

again.

Today,

after many years

prescriptions forournerves,

into unconsciousness.

beating against my face. Wondering where

then learned of my concus-

on the other hand, was much worse. He had undergone

stricken. Gerald grabbed me by the hands, flinging us to the
floor that was warping underneath like waves of the ocean.

and

I

and fractured knee cap. Gerald's condi-

thigh bone with several rods and screws. Cuts and bruises

trailer shifted.

a tornado,"

me

neck

mud

We have also become faithful view-

ers of the weather charmel,

slowly

attitudes regarding

could see

experience,

one of our cars, and only
the cinder blocks where our home once stood. Then it
occurred to me: Where was Gerald?

and

part of our fence barely standing,
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its

of sleepless nights and Xanex

we are able to get through each
no longer having nonchalant

weather bulletins. Since

we have

this horrific

a new-found respect for the weather

possible catastrophes.

TROPHY
You hang

alone on his living

room

wall,

above the wide screen, between the stereo speakers
This place so different from your shadowed green paths

He hung you
To show

there as a decoration

others his

power he ended your

man of the

This mighty

life

outdoors with his high powered

rifles

and thermal scopes

Armed with the latest tools of technology he cut you down as you walked among the trees
The mighty hunter thinks
As you slowly toppled

He whooped
He

a sporting slaughter

it

to the

in celebration

own

ground, dying in a pool of your

red life

and congratulated himself

has defiled the forest with the acrid stench of burned gun powder

The

useless spilling of your blood

What became of the
Food

of you,

for scavengers your

So now you dwell

An ironic name

all

sacrilege

he wanted was your head

bones lay picked clean and sun bleached white

in his living

for a place

Your magnificent
It is

rest

is

rack, the

room

where the trophies of the dead hang high

crown of your majestic head, he hangs

well the taxidermist replaced your eyes with

brown

hats

on now

glass substitutes

This room would be an affront to your sight

Orange shag carpet lines the

The

ceiling

is

your sky, the fluorescent

The walls cage your
Never again

floor, so different

light

from the emerald meadows of your birth

your sun and

moon

spirit

to run free

among

the trees

The mating and grazing he has ended
The green shadows of the
Every time

Only

I

forest call for

your return

see you, you die another death and

who

will

mourn you

me
Jessica Holden

College Transfer

FALL COLORS
What was it Wordsworth said... (or was
No, surely it was Shelley...)

it

Keats?

IF

Anyway, what did he say
Of every bush ablaze?

If

I

As
His words elude

And

me

could hear the birds singing
I

start

my day that the Lord has made

Hear the thunder roll in the sky
Hear raindrops as they fall to the

so do mine

But the passion's

ONLY

there:

soft

Footsteps of an animal big or small

A soft voice of a human being
My greedy eyes are gluttons for the

All of these

Autumnopolitan banquet

If

Of greens,

only

I

I

wonder

could hear.

golds, reds, oranges, browns.

Myra Lynn Howell
Rosalyn Lomax

Business Technology

English Instructor
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ground

DIAMONDS
Precious jewels
Sparkling in the sunshine

Waiting to be held.

Amy Aldridge
College Transfer
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DEATH CALLS

SOLEMN NIGHT
To look upon

He

a fallen sun,

as if in a dream.

felt

Underneath a pillow framed,

The fog

A reflection of a day gone by,

The

Intense the colors, they are maimed.

stream.

But

The song of birds
For

As

that say

this is captured,

it is

good

my

it

frail

it

woman waded

old

But a young

right.

into the

was not the old woman

That walked back on

night.

girl

to the bank;

who looked as though

She had just played a prank.

nature pulls this glorious night

Away

lay just over the water,

Now

goes, a glow takes flight.

eighty years later he

saw

the

stream,

Breathless at the sight I've seen,

And

Words cannot express

With cane

Adieu,

I

this lien.

this

solemn

began

to call.

in hand.

He hobbled

say to you on sight.

Content within

it

to the water's edge.

night.

Bill Reboli

The men working wondered why

College Transfer

The

As

old

man had

taken his Ufe

they continued to dredge.

Kathy Steinbach
College Transfer

THE SLEEPER ON THE RISE
(VARIATION ON A THEME BY ARTHUR RIMBAUD)
The fields are silent, Ut by noise and light for a moment, and then quiet and peaceful once more
They are carpeted with grass and dotted with flowers
Birds sing joyously from the trees, rabbits play among the daffodils

A hill dominates the scene
From

its

the trees

heights one can see everything: the surrounding valleys, the road twisting

newly decked out

in spring wear, the wildflowers

waving

in the

its

way over the

wind

On this hill, among the

ferns, a young girl sleeps, her hand thrown over her hip
Her eyes, that dream and hope and love, are closed peacefully
Her head is nestled by a clump of daisies speckled with red
She sleeps without the realization of what is going on
The breeze wafts the slight smell of smoke
She slumbers on, unaware
Very close by sits a car, back end in the air, one tire spinning lazily, not yet still
The breeze picks up for a moment
It nonchalantly moves the seat belts, tapping the buckles against the windows
The smooth clean lines of the hood are ruined, crushed ungivingly into the earth

A

rude gaping hole flaws the windshield

She

still

rests quietly, alone

where nature threw

her, torn

and maimed, lying among the wildflowers

Multiple head injuries
Jessica Holden

College Transfer
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countryside,

HOW TO BE A BAD MOTHER
Lorraine Overman, Dental Hygiene

A woman who

wants

to

be a bad mother must follow very important

steps.

The

woman must find a man and get pregnant. She must wait nine months until she can really
start the process.

attached to her.
will

have

After she has the child she only has to stay with the child until he becomes

Then she can leave the child with anyone who will take care of him. She
She must not

to visit so the child will continue to love her.

very often

visit

though. Promises she makes must quite often be broken. Her social life must keep her too

busy to call or come see herchild. The woman's need must always come before her child's.

She must give the child very

love and attention. This will guarantee her child's

little

broken heart. The child wiU continue to crave the love she is unwilling to give. When these
steps are followed, a

bad mother

is

guaranteed.

THE REALIZATION
Ann

Conerly, Nursing

The evening started like any other, feed and bathe my son and drop him off at the babysitters's house. I was working A a local department store during the Christmas holiday so
that I could earn extra money to buy the things my child so desperately needed. It was not
a special night.

I

punched the clock

like

any other evening and proceeded

to help the

crowd of customers. I glanced up and there she stood. Like a cowboy preparing for
showdown. Her beehive hairdo served as her ten-gallon hat; the legal papers in one hand

bustling

a

and her purse in the other served

as her six-shooters.

She

slithered in

and out of the mob of

people like an angry snake. There she stood-my baby's sperm donor's mother in

cocky ignorance. She wasted no time

telling

me

that her

all

her

son was in jail as a result of me,

was not there when the deputies axed down the door. She also wasted no time telling
that she intended to take my child. She placed the legal papers relinquishing all my

as if I

me

parental rights in front of me, obviously expecting a signature.

After thirty years of buying her four sons out of trouble and getting

with the show of her wallet, the
seventeen-year-old. With one

woman was

show of the

put in her place by a

birth certificate that bore

all that

pitiful,

she desired

head-strong,

no father's name, the

woman swiftly decided that her husband would not tolerate the expense of a court battle for
a simple blood
It

test.

was at that moment that I

realized

than just a baby-making teenager... I

am

I

was strong. What I said mattered and I was more
a mother.
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TULIP, Lula Davis
Parks, Forests,

and Outdoor Recreation Ranger Technology

ME AND YOU

JUST BETWEEN

Today just babies to hold and protect.
But they grow much faster than we expect.
Still

now taken from your arms.

babies in a sense,

No way to protect them
Long

or keep them from harm.

worry so intense.
Such pain you feel inside because of their absence.
You need them just as they need you.
But in this world of injustice, there's nothing you can do.
The one thing of joy and happiness that once filled your heart,
Now fills you with pain that tears you apart.
Their pain is just as great, no mama to run to.
sleepless nights, your

To make better the

little

mamas always do.

hurts like

No mama to hold at

night

Or to

and gentle and tuck them into bed.

I

kiss

them

soft

when

cold

fills

their heads.

pray each night for us and the pain that stains our hearts.

For mothers and children were never meant

They can keep us

apart and

But they can never break

When night

falls,

and

make

hard to bear.

bond of love

is

through,

ask the Lord to do.

is

Make

light their hearts, their worries few.

Please

let this

I

apart.

life

my day

one thing

be

that special

There

just

to

pain be just between

me

and you.

Marlene

Phillips

College Transfer
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that

we

share.

SUMMER CAMP
Amy Ingram,

College Transfer

Summer camp is a large part of many children's vacation each year. The only camps I had attended
were athletic camps, and I was always curious about the activities at other types. Fortunately, a local 4H group asked me if would like to be a junior leader at a camp in the mountains for five days in July. I
was honored to be a junior leader, and I could not wait to leave. The week I spent as a leader at summer
camp was both a pleasant and a miserable time for me and left a lasting impact on my life.
The bus picked up all the campers, and we were on our way to the mountains. It did take several hours
for us to reach the camp, and we were all excited as we drove up the long path in the woods toward camp.
The camp looked as I had expected it to, with hundreds of trees, surrounding mountains, and log cabins.
Everyone exited the bus, and I was told to meet with the adult camp leaders and other junior leaders. The
meeting basically told us that our only jobs were to make sure campers were in classes and help teachers
if needed. Next I took my luggage to my group's cabin. The cabin was dark, and the only furniture was
weak bunk beds.The bathroom was filthy but did contain a shower and two toilets. The shower curtain was
completely covered in mildew, and I dreaded having to step in to become cleaner. It seemed impossible
that I would emerge cleaner than when I had entered. The campers and I unpacked and went to bed since
we were so tired after the long bus ride. I began to notice a lot of bugs flying in through the screenless
windows and infesting the whole cabin. Sleep was almost impossible with all the bugs flying around our
I tried to go back to sleep, but then wondered if snakes could also enter through the windows.
Tuesday began with some unspeakable food in the dining hall. The food really was not edible, and
I could not believe someone claimed to have "cooked" it. Most of the campers, including myself, were
eating only junk food that we had brought from home. The advantage of this bad food was that 1 might lose
some weight. Following breakfast I was told to help teach an aerobics class. I was definitely physically
unqualified, but I had no choice. The class seemed to last forever, and after it ended I was eager to rest,
but next I was told to take some campers up the mountain for a quick jog. Luckily, the campers had no desire
to run up the steep mountain, so we made the jog very short. Now I had the privilege of going back to sleep

heads.

in the bug-infested cabin.

Third day, I woke up refreshed and still optimistic that things would get better since today was
Wednesday. I spent a nice day just talking to friends. That night, however, I awoke suddenly about three
in the morning to the noise of fire trucks racing past our cabin. I stepped outside and smelled smoke. Soon
camp directors told us to go back to bed because we were safe. I find it hard to sleep when the mountain
around me is on fire.
The next day was Thursday - only one more day in this horrible place. I did not think anything else
could go wrong. I finally got my turn to take a shower while the campers went to breakfast. I thought no
one else was in the cabin. Suddenly, the shower curtain was ripped away from me, and a girl was taking
pictures of me with her camera! Needless to say, I got the camera away from her and disposed of the film.
I told other junior leaders what had happened, and they said she took pictiu-es of them also while they
undressed or were in the bathroom stall. Of course, she denied the photographs when she was confi-onted
by the camp director, so we could do nothing. I decided just to forget about it and continue with my day
by cooling off in the camp's small pool. I was shocked at how filthy the bottom of the pool was with its
stained brown color from dirt buildup. I decided to swim for a few minutes until I cooled off some. After
only a few seconds a five-year-old girl tapped my shoulder. I turned around and saw she was crying. She
then informed me that she had just accidentally used the bathroom in the pool. So I told the lifeguard and
quickly stepped out of the pool. I began wondering what else could go wrong.
I was happy to awaken Friday knowing it was my last day at camp. Today the schedule was to attend
a play and come back to prepare our luggage for the bus. I was excited about the outdoor drama because
I love to watch acting. Just as the play was about to begin, I leaned over to pick up my drink, and my glasses

was so upset since I cannot see a thing without my glasses. I listened carefully since
it just was not the same.
The next morning as the bus pulled away from the nightmarish camp, I heard an adult sum up the week
by stating that she wished she had a bomb to throw at the camp so no one else would have to go through
what we went through.
fell
I

off and broke.

I

could not actually see the play, but
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THE DREAM
Ann

Conerly, Nursing

A recurring dream I have is a playback of the evening
was sexually

assaulted.

Sometimes the dream

is

feeling of his cold hands, like five icicles yet strong like

pieces of steel, methodically placed, rendering
useless.

Sometimes

stealthy,

hovering over

waiting for it to

it

is

I

just a

my

two

arms

a silhouette of him, dark and

me Uke

a bear over his buried prey,

show signs of life so that he may resume the

sickening mirage of pleasure. LasUy,

it

may be "total recall"

THE SENTEVEL

of the incident, like a needle stuck in the groove of a record.

Photo by Vicki Branch, Admissions Secretary

playing over and over until the feeling of vomiting washes

over

me like

septic waste splashing

me

into reality.

Other than a traumatic experience not easily forgotten,
I

feel there

must be

a reason for the reenactments.

Maybe

I

have an obligation to make people, especially women, aware
of the constant dangers lingering in the world without

seeming

like the debutante of

doom.

We are not guaranteed the loan of tomorrow, but we can
take a few simple precautions to use as collateral. Simply
put.. .always
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be aware.

COUNTRY FRIED SMELL
Jan Raecher, College Transfer

Jan remembers the smell of country cooking coming

from the kitchen. Her mother would
the morning.

The smell of

aroma of baking sweet potatoes would sweeten
Jan's favorite of all smells at home, however, was

Jan's mother

would assemble

the necessary items to

A kettle of water must be boiling and
waiting on the stove. A large black iron pan with melting
shortening sat on a burner. A hatchet, a cutting knife, salt,
her specialty.

Two clean bowls

pepper and the flour can sat ready for use.

on a serving

A

platter.

boiling water
until

laughed with a crackle as the chicken settled into

were neatly stacked beside the flour can. Tongs for turning
the chicken lay

The

it

was
was

saturated.

the smell of fresh fried chicken.

make

quietly.

Then every feather was plucked out. Not even a
tiny one was left.
The chicken was washed, and the feet and entrails were
removed and discarded. The poultry was now cut into small
pieces. Each piece was salted, peppered and put into a clean
bowl. Flour was put into the other bowl.
The black iron pan sat on the burner ready and waiting.
Each piece of poultry was dredged with flour and put side
by side into the hot grease. It was as though the grease

sizzling sausage and biscuits

Later, the
air.

lie

brought outside and poured over the chicken

baking would float through the house and tickle her nose.
the

would

the chicken

arise at five or six in

its

pool of

hot bubbles.

The tongs were used

round chopping

to turn the

chicken as the brown

block waited near the chicken yard (a fenced in area that

crispy edges crept up the sides. Jan's mother would lift each

keeps the chickens together).

brown crispy piece out of the hot grease. The aroma would
swirl around the platter of perfect fried chicken. The only
thing better than the smeU of country fried chicken was the

Jan's mother would select a plump little chicken. She
would grab the chicken by the feet and put its neck on the
chopping block. One swift blow would separate the
chicken from its head. After much flopping and bleeding

taste.

TOLL-FREE
John Taylor, College Transfer
Friends, are you tired of Scrabble? Is your Nintendo

on

Virgin Islands

who

have a surefire method guaranteed

to

reggae music.

It's

the fritz? If so,

I

you of those doldrums. I
Game" and all you need to play
relieve

call

"The Toll-Free

it

imagination. Yes, dialing toll-free numbers

moric, but

it

is

is

may be sopho-

certainly an interesting experience.

average each week in which

I

I

am

moments spent
of panels

lying on

in the ceiling,

I

was bored. After

my bed

I

a

few

my
idle

Being a music enthusiast, my

tele-

brings

Cautiously
operator to
prise,

I

ing: courtesy.

better,

it

decision was

As

instead listened to a lovely prerecorded voice

I

dialed several

more numbers.

but

all I

got

was

I

I

BRITAIN.

me

to

might have about the country. This

simple "Sorry, wrong number"

make both the

me, however,

my

caller

is

a lot

and the callee mor

toU-free days are over. This

made shortly after receiving no answer when

phoned 1-800
1

THE LORD.
-800

the old-fashioned
I

Some choicesweremadeoutof sheer optimism.

FOR LOVE,

for

A

will

CALL GOD or

in the National

BeaUes Fan Qub!

800

and

comfortable.

interest aroused,

I

this toll-free reality.

No one likes to hear a "click" when answer-

ing the phone.

dialed 1-800

membership

kid with a dictionary,

to an important point concerning toU-free dial-

BEATLES fully expecting some
chew me out, quite rightfully so. To my sur-

I

extolling the benefits of

My

me

choice was easy.

first

would

FREE CAR

dialed that number, a friendly voice invited

ask any questions

phone numbers. For every seven-digit word or combination of words, I theorized, there might be a corresponding
number. Having nothing better to do, I decided to test my
theory.

little

probe into the darker side of

When I

on the subject

of telephone numbers, or more specifically, toll-free

a

1-800

routine seven-digit combinations such as 1-800

and counting the number

started ruminating

Of course, like

listen to

My girlfriend

number that went through
was 1-800 COCAINE, and that is a public service number
provided by the government. (Fear dictates that I not call 1800 KINGPIN, however!). Most of the calls were just

not sleeping,

eating, studying, working, taking a bath, or practicing

piano lesson. Simply put,

to

me

and made

Luckily, the only remotely evil

This fabulous adventure began during one of the three
hours

a dud, too.

had

me on hold

By the way, optimists,

have killed me!

a telephone and an

is

put

a good thing too.

Rather than trying 1-800

MESSIAH, I've decided to return to

method used years before

Bell: prayer.

Thus, have sworn off dialing 1-800 numbers forever, or at
I

dialed 1-

least until

a hotel operator in the
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I

come

across another interesting seven digits.

V

^
~

j^"^

WORD-BIRD
Computer art, Grace

I

know, dear Lord,
Waiting for

I

Lutz,

that

Media Department

you are there

me to let go.

know, dear Father, I'm very aware.

That you're ready to start the show.
My faith is strong, the knowledge is there.
You're ready,

if I

wiU

let go.

To keep me strong, to help me along.
For US to get anywhere.

THANK YOU

Grace Lutz
Media Department

You came into my life
and became a good, dear

You said

that

you would care

forever,

Somehow

I

till

feel I

friend.

for

me

the end.

must repay

the kindness you have shown,

But

tin I can, I'U

simply say,

'Thank you for all you've done."

Diana Lynne Twiggs
College Transfer
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ALL BUT A MEMORY
Jeff Jones, College Transfer

This past year in
place.

One of

Wayne County, new changes took
was the new elementary

classroom acted as a bulletin board and a coat room. The
wall was sometimes covered with some child's work of art

those changes

schools to take the place of older schools that dated back to

or sometimes a holiday design could be seen.

I can remember one day going behind the screen wall and surprising

the early 1920s. Northeast and Northwest Elementary

Schools took the places of Pikeville, Eureka, Belfast, and
Nahunta Elementary Schools. PikevUle Elementary was
where I spent my kindergarten through sixth grade years.
There are many memories I have at good old Pikeville
School. Even though the new elementary schools in Wayne
County have begun operation, they still will not take the
place of Pikeville Elementary School.
I can remember the outside of Pikeville School. The
building, playground, and the street it was located on are aU
but amemory to me. The once red brick building (dirty, old,
grey now) had many sets of windows. Each classroom had
four sets of windows that open up like an easel. Clusters of
cement that held bricks together are found lying around the
building from aging. From a distance, the school building
did not look very old, but close up it did look very old. The
steps of the building had unique designs as nature and wear

Victor Holland and little Miss Kathie Edwards with
locked in an elementary romance. The smell of hot
crayon wax was always in the air as some mischievous

little

lips

on the radiator. The wooden tables
were very old and had a history written aU over them. I
student melted crayons

remember finding
table in

my

my dad's name carved

deeply into the

fourth grade classroom.

The hallways downstairs and upstairs were always like
The clicking sounds
echoed as one walked down the wooden hall floor. Wax
wooden floors in the hallway always were shining as the
a freeway for students and teachers.

Water fountains were located at the
end of the hallways and after recess outside, a line formed
at the water cooler as little hot, sweaty faces were eager to

janitors cleaned them.

down

cool

with refreshing water.

can remember the lunchroom with the tables lined
the room like an army mess hall. The old orange
curtains dangled in the tall windows as we kids had a
I

down

cracked the cement.

The playground was the place between the hours of one
and two where we children released energy that accumulated in the classroom from learning and working. The yells
and screams could be heard as girls sang their rhymes while

healthy lunch for
to ice

cream

jumping rope on the dusty center of the playground. One
could tell if a child played on the monkey bars by the rust
that got on the hands from hard playing. The swings gave
off a shriU sound as kids swung very high into the sky. The
see-saws were always my favorite of all. There were four
seesaws in a row. One had to be careful on the seesaw
sometimes as the old, faded, wooden seat gave off splinters.
Railroad Street is the street where Pikeville School is
located. The street is narrow, and it was lined with old oak
trees down the sides. Also on one side is the origin of the
name of Railroad Street. A track runs down one side.
Sometimes the train would come during class as little hardworking minds were at woric, and the whistle would distract

cream for
if the

fifty cents.

Many

times

We

could

tell if

dessert.

we were treated
we were getting

teacher got up from his table and walked over

to the freezer.

The people at Pikeville School were all down home
kind of folks. The teachers I cannot remember well, but I do
recall my fourth grade teacher. Miss Whitford was her
name and she was very tall. I remember sitting on the front
row with her bony narrow face looking at me. Very sweet
she was, but sometimes she had a temper like Jim Valano's.

The principal at PikeviUe was Mr. Mozingo. I was a regular
student in his office daily. I remember that curly headed
man with his sideburns that came down to his pointed chin.
He was a kind man, but he could swing a paddle hard
enough to make my lips draw in so tightiy that a jelly bean

my lips.
me through the years to come,
for I will never forget Pikeville School. As said by my class

could not be squeezed through

Memories

them.

The inside of Pikeville School had always been the
same since my grandmother and father attended there. The
downstairs and upstairs were different in size because
downstairs housed grades K-3 and upstairs housed grades
4-6. When I was in the grades K-3, 1 can always remember
the painting I did. I remember the smell of the tempera
paints on the paper as it dried under a steamy hot radiator.
Little desks sat lined up aU in straight rows. A wall in each

will

be with

"Hold on to the memories,
because that's all we have now-our memories."
I hate today that Pikeville School stands lonely, but it
is good to know that we have had valuable lessons taught
to us at PikeviUe School. It prepared us to reach junior high
as junior high prepared us for high school and high school
has prepared us for our future.
valedictorian at graduation,
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GOODBYE DAUGHTER
He remembers

the castles she built

Her chubby face shining with

pride.

Now the dreams he built seem
As

if

they'd washed

As he

on the beach,

so out of reach,

away with the

tide.

puts a seashell to his ear,

He remembers

the nights being too tired to play.

The

little

voice he didn't hear.

The

little

smUe

that

never went away.

Kicking the sand that blankets his

He wonders where
He remembers

the

all

feet,

the time went.

puppy she wanted

The hours on the phone

to keep.

that she spent.

He remembers her yesterday dressed in white, face
He was
As he

the only

aglow.

one who could give her away

realizes he

must

let go.

Tanya Weeks
Early Childhood

UNFORGETTABLE BRIDE
Tabitha Johnson
Fashion Merchandising and Marketing
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McLIB
Marian Westbrook, English Instructor

You

Sam Donaldson:

are watching Prime-Time Live or

we

Well, here

are,

its

equivalent sometime in the

business. People take our videos

Diane:

numbers

tell

Just look at the walls; they're plastered with
posters.

"Over 20,000 now circulating"
didn't say what is circulating, but

And

Lib:

anything else these days: the

How true, Diane. Well,

let's

Yes, look over there. Kids can get

every hour to catch the

mod librarians
forms.

stacks

light.

in their red

Sam:

once

Andjust look at those

and white striped uni-

No more dark suits and dresses buttoned up

to here. They seem so lively— remember the school-

marm

type

we had back

in the fifties.

We have a special floor that the skates

is

a

more

lot

fun.

Our children's services
Andrew Lloyd Webber's

You
we fit every

Starlight Express.

wouldn't believe the

ber of kids

day.

My, my. Looks like you've thought of everything.
My home town library back in Cocomo was never
like this. Have you thought of offering this service
to adults? Of course, I don't know if the old back
could take

it.

Heh, heh. (He rubs his

Lib

:

Hi,

we were expecting

you.

side.)

We're working on it. Our director says there may be
a problem with the insurance, but

How do you like it so

if

kinks worked out, ha ha, we'll do it

have asked about

far?

we can get the

A lot of patrons

it

We're impressed. You librarians are so chic these
days. You should be on TV; well, heh, heh, of

Diane:

I'm curious about that line over there.

course you are at this moment. Say hello to the folks

Lib:

Oh,
but

Hi, everyone.

It

will

I

Saw

thing.

soon be time for our nightly

new book club. Our
came up with the title: "No,

they're registering for our

adult services librarian

out there.

Lib.:

num

Oh, here

comes one now.

Diane:

fitted for skates

can spot some differences already. Just look at

that sequined circulation desk-it rotates

Librarian:

to

librarian got the idea from

days.

I

movie

new

won't hurt. You've got to admit, skating through the

take our audience

inside and go through this place. Likely it's going to
be differ ent from what we called libraries in the old

Diane:

hear you have something

I

to use in the facility downstairs, right next to the

the story.)

snack bar.

Sam:

that

attract the kids.

flashing lights:
it

much

they like to watch them here.

twenty-first century. Just look at that marquee with

(you'll notice

home, of course,

but we've livened up this atmosphere so

Diane Sawyer: Yes, Sam, even libraries have now come into the

libraries are like

decade of the 21st century.

we've practically put those rental stores out of

Diane, at the comer of

Postman and McLuhan, in front of the latest in
libraries, one of that new chain across the country.
You see it in red neon over the door: "McLib."

its

first

It's

the Movie."

Now isn't that the cleverest

really caught on.

performance of "It All Began With Melvil," a little
musical our staff came up with. Our patrons love

And
Sam:

Diane:

it.

I

can imagine.

"read" most of

the rotating desk is a perfect stage.

But what about noise?
supposed to be quiet.

I

Sam:

thought libraries were

Maybe I'll

sign up. That's the

way I

my books these days.

Speaking of books, I know you must be pressed for
space, but

I

don't think I've seen

more than two or

three books since I came in here. Just what have you

Lib:

Oh,

that's out.

We don't go around saying "Shush,

done with those old things?

shush," any more. People use their headphones,

more, about 90 per cent of our requests are for

Oh we have warehouses down the street where we
store most of the-er, books. As I said, we just don't

videos. Just look around.

have many

you know.

Now

that people don't read

Lib

much any

:

,

thing to

Sam:

Yes,

I

Lib:

I

show you. See

that

But

I

do have some-

door over there?

see several shelves full of videos and carrels

Sam:

with people wearing headphones and watchingdare

calls these days.

Yes, the one labeled

ANAC. What does

it

stand

for?

say it-what looks like television.

Lib:

we have everything these days. Remember
how we started small back in the eighties. Now

Well,

Our systems

analyst

came up with that-it's short
room where the old

for anachronism: this is the

50

people can browse through book shelves and

around and read, just

like in the old days.

sit

Lib:

Actually,

You see,

it's

not so bad. Patrons are mainly inter-

ested in doing the searches.

we haven't forgotten those of your generation, ha
ha, who grew up on books.

Somehow

they don't

get around to getting the articles or books.
the emphasis in schools is

on being able

It

seems

to use the

technology rather than on reading the information

Sam:

Diane:

Well, Diane, I'm sure we'd be comfortable in there.

the searches turn up.

Maybe

it's

I

next time.

peeked

in there,

Sam, and

through a time warp.
Lib:

like stepping

it's

Sam:

How quaint

Let's visit our computer center where we have those

new

Most people will

tell

you, "If

not a video, forget it"

Amazing. Well, Diane, our time is almost up. We
want to thank this mod librarian for showing us
around McLib, the latest innovation in Ubraries.
I'm sure we'll want to come back.

databases by Nintendo. These have rally

boosted the computer-search demand.
see old Freud and Jung slugging

it

You

should

Diane:

out in

Yes, Sam, this has been quite entertaining, almost
as

And the battle between Karl
Marx and Adam Smith in Econoline. Not to mention that between Dewey and LC in McLiblit. Users

much

fun as watching television.

Psychosource.

Sam

:

get so excited that they almost forget what they

came

in for.

Your

staff

Diane:
Diane:

must

really

have to hustle to get

materials these searches

have

lots

come up

with.

all

the

Remember, back

Editor's note: Neil Postman is the author ofAmusing Ourselves
to

demand on

Death a book

that

shows

ascendance of television.

your microfiche readers.

BRASS FREEDOM (ORNAMENT)
are so quiet and unaffected

Your domain

is

a cold marble base

Flames spill from your golden beak
Your wings are frozen forever in silent flight
Each perfect feather is the glitter of gold
I

can see the strength
reflected

So
I

fly for

want

in

your eyes echoed from your heart,

by your soul

me, bird of the sun
was captured so quickly reawaken
know that the moment you were free you would leave

to see the life that

Though
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in a flurry of feathers, a flash of
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he wrote a bode
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houses, and your interlibrary loan department must
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on...
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stay awfully busy, not to mention the

Here we are at the comer, ready to board the monoback to the office. Diane, who was that guy
Postman any way?
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